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ABSTRACT
A place is not made from a building alone; it is made from that which
takes place in the building, and the people who inhabit the building.
Therefore, architects must begin to apply their creative and analytical
thinking skills to all facets that make up a place. Architects can begin
interconnecting systems in the world to make it a better place. This type
of Design Thinking will lead architects to produce more than buildings. It
will open opportunities in other fields that desire creative minds to better
their organizations. The use of Design Thinking and Systems Thinking
theories, is described in the Re-Vision of Bounds and Gillespie Architects,
serving the company as a catalyst for cultural change and operational
improvement. The combination of theory and practice will sustain the
firm through constant learning and internal growth, making them a
leader in the design profession.
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Fig. 01 Architecture Role Expansion
Diagram showing expansion in the scope of architecture to align with one’s passions.

Preface

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
An Entrepreneur is one who undertakes and manages some task.
Often, and understandably, the word is tied to those who are starting
or managing a business. By definition, it is a person who organizes and
manages any enterprise, especially a business, usually with considerable
initiative and risk.
The way I look at entrepreneurship is the same way I look at architecture.
It is creating, developing, and pursuing ideas with considerable initiative
and risk and taking those ideas and translating them into measurable
reality.

school often follow the same path and forget the realities of the world—
not just architectural realities such as physics, weather, and structure,
but the realities of all things that are not architecture, such as business,
leadership, economics, marketing, trends, pop-culture, and others.

Personal Journey

As an employee of Bounds and Gillespie Architects (B+G), I have seen
the small business struggles that are present, first-hand. As I began to
drown in the negativity, dysfunctional processes, unclear path, and
incoherent team, I had to make a change—not a complete turn from the
already established success, but a change for improvement and growth.
The change I was seeking was something that was offered by many
other firms who were already well established. However, because of my
passion for leadership and small businesses I could not simply run to the
established firms and work for them. Instead, I chose to stay and make
a difference in what I was given at B+G, which follows the importance
of integrity I learned early in my life, when running my own small
businesses.

Entrepreneurs need architecture and architecture needs entrepreneurs.
They must exist together—it is impossible for an architect to create
places alone; it takes the mind and business of an entrepreneur to give
the place life.

The following thesis implementation was chosen as a way to fulfill
personal aspirations. It was used to save me from the death of my
creativity and the emotional state of going to work every day not doing
what I wanted to do. Figure 02 is an example of how the negative effect
drafting architectural drawings constantly (in a dysfunctional, quiet office
with no interaction among employees) had on my family relationships,
personal relationships, goals, and those who are most important in my
life.

Much like entrepreneurship, architecture is also a means to significant
rewards. Since I was eight years old, I have constantly worked for myself.
It was not always the same as having a steady job, but the benefits
that were reaped from the risk and initiative were immense: I worked
when I wanted to, I kept all of the profits from the hard work I did, I built
relationships with several people I did not know before, and at the end
of the day I felt success—regardless of whether the other benefits were
there or not.

Growing up, God put me in situations that fostered personal growth in
leadership, creativity, and business. One of the most important things I
had to learn was about how to survive—not in the sense of life or death
survival, but through survival lessons in discipline, finances, and available
resources. A survival state of mind forces one to become a leader in
organizing and motivating survival, thinking creatively by making use
of one’s available resources, and aspiring to run a business in order to
maintain, grow, and improve those resources.

That success is something that I feel in architecture. Like several
successful start-up businesses, architecture starts from an idea. That idea
is thought through, tested, and eventually becomes a reality. It takes hard
work and accounts for many hours of one’s life, but there is no better
feeling than bringing imaginative ideas into concrete reality. To do this,
or to start a business, one must have confidence in their idea and more
importantly faith that God will be with them every step of the way.

These lessons, along with growing up in a small town, have deepened my
appreciation for small businesses that are often times doing all they can
to survive. Many of these businesses do not have knowledge capital to
stay in competition with larger corporations. This is ultimately why I think
the following investigation is critical: because small businesses are the
backbone of our country and they need help.

I cannot stress enough the importance God has played in my design
projects over the years. When the deadlines approached and the
computer crashed, there was never a reason to worry because God was
there to help me through. When a design problem lingers, some might
say to step away and let intuition take over, but I believe that without
God that intuition would never be present, so He is the one I go to when
there are design problems.
In architecture and business, it is important to be a leader and to trust
the path that you believe in, and the path that is morally and technically
right. With your reputation, liability concerns, clients, and the health,
safety, and welfare of the public in your hands, you do not want to fail.
You cannot simply follow any one who may try to direct you a certain
way, but instead you must lead and educate others to follow the path
that you know is right. When things may not go as planned and you
come to a fork in the road, you must do as Yogi Berra said, and take it!
x

Take it with wisdom. Because wise architecture and businesses that are
built with faith, confidence, patience, and experience are the architecture
and businesses that will last.

I think one of the problems with architects and architectural education is
that they are too focused on Design Theory and what others have to say
about design. There is often a personality complex that architects have as
if their design theories alone can save the world. Students coming out of

Too often, and also in the case of B+G, young creative minds run to the
big name firms, and leave behind the smaller firms who have dedicated
their time and resources to hire the employee. There is nothing wrong
with this, however, those who are running to these firms are only running
to follow and will be forced to follow until they have “earned their right,”
to lead. In the case of my journey through B+G, a smaller, less recognized
architecture name in Memphis, I made the decision to lead with the
intent of having others follow the vision of what B+G will be doing in the
future. This vision would require a complete culture shift to what Peter
Senge calls, “A Learning Organization.” That is, an organization that is
constantly improving and understanding their reason for being.
This vision was not created by me alone; instead, figure 03 explains how
it was generated through a process that involved the input of existing
employees, past employees, and partners of the firm. These inputs were
then filtered through my own understanding of business and leadership,
and used to create a direction for the vision. This collaborative process
was critical to the success of the project because it leveraged each
individual’s experience and understanding of how things actually exist.
In addition, this process helped educate others, the ones who were part
of the dysfunction, to understand the problem, and motivated them to
make a change; before these people never really understood there was
a problem. It was not their fault. Instead it is a great example of why a
company cannot settle for who they are at any given time, but must
constantly question, learn, and continue to grow and improve.

Firm Culture
Currently there is lack of an established
culture in the firm. The small amount of
culture that does exist makes the firm
unattractive to potential employees. It
needs work and needs to be a unified
understanding of the type of firm we
are and want to be.

“no desire to work for a large firm...”
“REVIT...”

Business Goals

“the reputation of B+G
stands on its own...”

“would love training on the
latest trends/technologies...”

“become more
knowledgable in all
disciplines...”

The following are ideas from the
partners on where the goals of the
business are directed. These are
established in order to understand how
we can get to the specific goals.

“I want to learn Revit...”
“want to know what we are
each bringing to the table...”

“color palettes...”

“REVIT...”
“REVIT...”
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Personal Bio
Providing this type of information
on our website can be beneficial
in recruiting and display that we
are a team with synergy and we all
understand each other. It can also
be beneficial when establishing the
culture, an overall resume for the firm,
and team building among employees.

“need site visits..need
lunch and learns...”

Personal Goals
It is crucial to understand the
aspirations and goals of the current
employees in order to help empower
them to reach their goals. Generally,
these goals align with improving the
business as a whole; if the employees
win, the business wins.

“establishing job
culture...need badly...”
“keep current, green
programs, LEED...”
“REVIT...”

“more motivation
& engagement...”

LEVERAGE POINTS
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Fig. 02 Existing Work Environment
Low energy in the work environment leads to death
of passion and creativity and can affect personal
relationships outside of the work environment.

QUALITY WORK
Fig. 03 Bottom-Up Process
Diagram showing how Design Thinking (with a focus on business and leadership) incorporated
user input to form a direction for B+G.
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Fig. 04 Proposed Office Entry

Section 1: Introduction

EXPANDING THE ROLE OF THE ARCHITECT

DESIGN MANIFESTO
The architect must be an entrepreneur.

It is very easy for an architect to get trapped in a love for architecture
alone, but the architect must not do this. Instead the architect must see
the many opportunities that are around him. Seeing these opportunities
are often challenging because of the blindness that is created by the
many hours the architect spends alone at the drafting table.

Architecture alone cannot create place.
A place is born from architecture and raised by an entrepreneur.
A place is molded in the beliefs of the business or organization that
inhabits it. Architecture does not exist without an inherent business or
organization.

Worshiping architecture is a fantasy that causes the architect to miss
entrepreneurial opportunities that are possible through his creative mind.

Because of this delicate balance, the architect must think like an
entrepreneur and be able to enhance businesses for both the sake of the
architecture, and the sake of the business.

An architect must be heavily trained in business because, at the end
of the day, he must socialize, meet needs, and satisfy his client like the
business he is serving. However, he should not stop there because then
he will only be a good architect.

The architect must be a guiding hand in the business’ marketing and
complex systems in more than just the design of the building.

The architect must mesh his design creativity with business skills.
Release himself from the brick and mortar of architecture.

The architect must use the power of design to make the project and
business a success.

Step into the world of entrepreneurship.

Place will only exist when the mindset of the creative architect and the
businessman are working together.

And create businesses that will save his architecture!

- strategies
- concepts

(passions)

business/ leadership

- targets
- new markets
- end-user
- process
- innovation
- research
- well-being
- personalities
- development
- emotions
- client relationships
- personal focus
- understanding

Architects should not isolate their training to design alone, but they
should have a strong knowledge of business and leadership. This will
expand the possibilities for creativity, learned in design school, through
entrepreneurship, releasing them from the many confines of architecture
while allowing them to make a positive impact on the world. Architecture
alone cannot do this.

Design Business Thinking is essentially Design Thinking that is embedded
into small businesses as a way to help them stay competetive in a market
that is constantly changing. It can help small businesses function better,
innovate, and meet their own personal goals and aspirations for who they
want to be. It is critical that small businesses understand and open their
minds to this way of thinking because it can ultimately help them get a
grasp on the complicated network of systems present in today’s culture.

DESIGN + BUSINESS = ENTREPRENEURSHIP

As mentioned in Section 2 of this book, architects can play a critical role in
being able to think in more than just design alone. It is a critical challenge
to bring together the complex systems that are present in the fast-paced
market place in order for small businesses to survive. With Bounds and
Gillespie facing this same challenge, the following design solution uses
systems thinking in order to open doors for new opportunities and
provide a shared understanding of all of the parts of the operations and
goals to make it more effective for the partners, employees, and clients to
approach their everyday tasks.

OVERVIEW OF CONTEXT
The application of the thesis is a personal journey of helping the small,
but on the verge of large, architectural firm Bounds and Gillespie (B+G)
(see pages 4 and 5 for company overview) through the ideas of Design
Thinking and systems thinking. The application is a non-traditional
architectural thesis in that it considers more than design and design
theory alone. Although it does consider these things, it is also tied into a
complicated, interconnected system of business ideas, leadership ideas,
and design process ideas.
This journey uses Design Thinking as a way to inform decisions in both
the design of the architecture and the business. Design Thinking is a
type of thinking that uses the creative side of the brain (Design) and the
analytical side of the brain (Thinking) together. This type of thinking is
used in the investigative process of working with Bounds and Gillespie to
transform their firm into one that is marketable, functional, coherent, and
competitive.
The Design Thinking process evolves into the more concrete thesis
application of considering Design (the renovation of the B+G office
space) and Business (the functionality and culture of the inhabitant of the
office space) together.

The Re-Vision of Bounds and Gillespie Architects is a practical project
that will reflect the progressive image B+G is seeking for the future of the
company through the use of engaged adjacencies, more transparency
throughout the spaces, and an overall increase in the technology present
in the office. These ideas run parallel with the shared vision of Bounds and
Gillespie Architects as a business.
With the desire to do more work with better quality, it is essential B+G
consider revising their entire business, from the office space to the
structure, processes, culture, and marketing to better align with today’s
fast-paced market. As complex as the world is now, it is important that
B+G understand those complexities and leverage them to create a
company that is better than ever.

The process and application form a precedent for Design Thinking used
to benefit small businesses such as Bounds and Gillespie. Design Thinking
is geared towards innovation and the discovery of unforeseen ideas,
which is important to generate the application of considering Design and
Business together. The consideration of Design and Business together
evolve from Design Thinking and are integrated as a flow in the process.
When Design Thinking is used to consider Design and Business together,
Design Business Thinking is formed.

- opportunities
- strategies
- engagement
Fig. 05 Architecture Role Expansion
Diagram showing expansion in the scope of architecture to align with one’s passions.
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BOUNDS AND GILLESPIE COMPANY OVERVIEW

Company Overview
Bounds and Gillespie’s story includes over 40 years of diversified
architectural design. The firm has been recognized for design
excellence, but builds a reputation on satisfaction of clients.
Bounds and Gillespie uses a collaborative and passionate process that
allows clients to be involved and not tied to a singular style.
B+G has extensive knowledge of hospitality building design,
franchise hotel standards, and many different building types.

Danny G. Bounds, Sr.
Architect / AIA
Education:
University of Memphis: Memphis, Tennessee- 1979
Degree: Bachelor of Science – Engineering Technology

Hilton Garden Inn- Nashville, TN

Hilton Garden Inn- Nashville, TN

Beale Street Landing- Memphis, TN

Hyatt Place- Pompano Beach, FL

High Rock Condo- Saratoga Springs, NY

Hampton Inn & Suites- Greenville, SC

Experience:
Prior experience includes Regional Project Manager for Holiday Inn
Worldwide in Atlanta, Manager of Architectural Services, and direct
responsibilities for development of several prototype hotel brands,
including Homewood Suites and Holiday Inn Express.

Experience
Paul Gillespie has been in private practice since 1977, and has been
extensively involved in hospitality design since 1971. Danny Bounds
has worked for Holiday Inn for over 14 years. He partnered with Paul
to create Bounds and Gillespie in 1995. Together, they have over 43
years of experience to best meet clients’ needs.
Service
B+G helps clients create and build structures that will meet design
expectations and needs. They consider building sustainability,
functionality, utility costs, road presence, and guest/user satisfaction
on the front end to save from additional expenses, and to ensure the
long-term value of property.

Paul D. Gillespie, Sr.
Architect
Education:
Georgia Institute of Technology: Atlanta, Georgia- 1970
Degree: Bachelor of Architecture
Experience:
Experienced in contract negotiation, contract bidding procedures,
contract administration, production drawings, specifications, and field
observation. Strong in contract coordination and mediation, with
emphasis on value engineering and cost control.

Fig. 06 Bounds and Gillespie Company Overview

Fig. 07 Work Examples of Bounds and Gillespie
Bounds and Gillespie has extensive knowledge of hospitality building design, franchise hotel
standards, and many different building types.
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Design Thinking expands single-focused ideas into systematic connections.
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Section 2: Theoretical Study and Application

DESIGN + BUSINESS: MORE THAN ARCHITECTURE FOR THE
ARCHITECT

Operating an architectural firm requires knowledge of
marketing, financial management, and human resources.
Firm development, including continuing attention
to strategic direction, knowledge management, and
administrative effectiveness, must be an ongoing concern
for firms of all sizes. Throughout a firm’s life cycle, from startup through growth and development, ownership transition
and potential expansion to global or multi-office practice,
entrepreneurial architects benefit from increasing their
understanding of management best practices.8

Creative people are naturally able to discover unforeseen ideas and to
think about those ideas through a new perspective. They are what Robert
Sternberg and Todd Lubart would call a legislative individual. “That is,
someone who enjoys formulating problems and creating new systems of
rules and new ways of seeing things—thus the creative person not only
has the ability to see things in new ways but likes to do so. They are also
likely to have a global perspective on problems.”1 Many creative people
are right-brained thinkers and can be challenged in understanding or
connecting the analytical realities of those who think with the other side
of their brain. A person who thinks with only the left side of his or her
brain may create something that would be good if measured in numbers,
but is less effective on meeting an emotional level with the end user.
Between these two extremes are the architects—the Design Thinkers.
Figure 09 helps to show that,
As a professional discipline, architecture spans both the arts
and the sciences. Students must have an understanding
of the arts and humanities, as well as a basic technical
understanding of structures and construction. Skills in
communication, both visual and verbal, are essential.
While knowledge and skills must be developed, design
is ultimately a process of critical thinking, analysis, and
creative activity.2
So why is it that many architects isolate themselves to buildings alone,
when they are highly capable of entering into other fields (organized
services, business, and cultural rehabilitation just to name a few) that
could benefit from both the creative and analytical side of being? “The
best way to face the global challenges of the 21st century is with a wellrounded education that establishes a foundation for lifelong learning—
the architecture profession.”3 Donald Schon also found value in the
profession of architecture when he stated that, “architecture was the
‘mother profession,’ of a growing family of design fields,”4
Design as a profession has a long tradition of giving form
to tangible material objects, and in a business context,
has been associated with crafting products and brands.
Yet design includes not only material objects, but also the
design of symbolic and visual communications, activities,
and organized services, and dealing with complex systems
and environments.5

1. Sternberg and Lubart, “Investing in Creativity,” 229.
2. Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture, “Architectural Education,” para. 1.
3. Sternberg and Lubart, “Investing in Creativity,” 229.
4. Ibid.
5. Ibid.
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Fig. 11 Architectural Process
Architects are comfortable in the role of taking creative ideas, applying technical knowledge, and
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Fig. 09 Left Brain/Right Brain Functions
An architect is comfortable in using both sides of thinking.

Fig. 10 Design Thinking Diagram
Design Thinking expands single focused ideas into systematic connections.

Tim Brown, President and CEO of IDEO, thinks, “architects can reimagine
themselves and their profession as something greater; not merely the
designers of buildings, but designers of systems.”6 These systems include
everything from a business process to the system of client relationships in
both architecture and other fields. In addition, this type of thinking can be
used to help understand people and personalities as Tom Kelley of IDEO
discusses in his book, The Ten Faces of Innovation, is critical to innovation.
As explained in figure 10, Design Thinking is a way to take all of these
interconnected ideas and tie them together to benefit one another.

In addition, architects can begin using their creative skills to make
a positive impact on the world by more than building design alone.
Buildings only create space, however the world is a place made of many
parts that an architect has no control over: “An architect must also
understand and be interested in both traditional and contemporary
society and how these impact on each other, the effect of changing
lifestyles, the community’s expectations and needs and socio-cultural
problems which may lead to anti-social behavior,”9 in order to help create
real places.

The problem with architecture, however, is that “for the field to remain
relevant, it must focus more on the meaning and less on the mechanisms
of the trade.”7 Although this is true, so is the inverse. Without focusing on
the mechanisms of the trade (the systems and processes necessary to
operate), the field will fall behind the needs of its users and market. The
question needs to be asked about how architectural business is changing
in more than just the technology of production techniques. Architects
must begin using the same creative knowledge that many business
practitioners are also seeking, to keep their own practices marketable.
6. Luebkeman, “Design Is Our Answer,” 36.
7. Ibid., 37.

Architects Outside of Building

The power that designers have in the world is through their
understanding of how to make things real. A deep, innate
understanding of what is needed to make things is actually
a very important part of Design Thinking. The products of
architecture—the order and structure, the beauty and the
grandeur, the safety and the stability, the unity and the
legacy—have been cherished by civilization. It has made a
difference to society for thousands of years and there’s no
reason why it shouldn’t in the future.10
“Too often, a young entrepreneur will have a great idea for a product
or service that he or she has spent many resources developing, only to
find out that it will fail in the market because it did not consider both the
analytical aspects of its function and the psychological aspects of the end
user.”11 Architects can step in and change this way of thinking into Design
Thinking, an understanding of both the technical function needed in a
product or system and the psychological affects it will have on the end
user.
Businesses are embracing Design Thinking because it
helps them be more innovative, better differentiate their
brands, and bring their products and services to market
faster. Nonprofits are beginning to use design thinking as
well to develop better solutions to social problems. Design
thinking crosses the traditional boundaries between public,
for-profit, and nonprofit sectors. By working closely with
the clients and consumers, Design Thinking allows highimpact solutions to bubble up from below rather than
being imposed from the top.12

Another skill that architects can apply to other facets of the world,
are those which allow them to to take creative ideas, apply technical
understanding to those ideas, and turn them into reality. This aligns with
the ideas of Chris Luebkeman, who says,

The objective of Design Thinking, “is to involve consumers, designers,
and business people in an integrative process, which can be applied
to a product, services, and experiences to market; it is not a substitute
for professional design, but rather a methodology for innovation and
enablement.”13 Figure 11 shows how this type of process is one that

8. American Institute of Architects, “Practicing Architecture.”
9. Evans-Anfom, “Architecture is More than Buildings,” para. 18.

10. Luebkeman, “Design Is Our Answer,” 37.
11. Mike Hoffmeyer, conversation with author, October, 2015.
12. Brown and Wyatt, “Design Thinking for Social Innovation,” para. 9.
13. Lockwood, Design Thinking: Integrating Innovation, Foreword.
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architects already feel comfortable with because their existence is based
on an end user’s wants and needs that are usually specified and clarified
at the front end of the project and rethought throughout the design
process. And, as an architect intrigues his or her clients with creative
spaces that were generated in the design process, the entrepreneur
should use his or her creative imagination to take the idea of the product
or service further than previously imagined. Once again, this is where
architectural training becomes valuable because an architect is able to
understand real needs and bring the product to fruition through creative
and technical knowledge.
In addition, an architect should consider being an innovator within his
or her field by expanding his or her practice to create good design in
architecturally related disciplines such as furniture and graphic arts.
Archinet, a website focused towards those in the field of architecture,
recently did a documentary series called, “Working Out of The Box,” which
highlights former architects (or those trained in architecture) who have
left their respective fields and are using their talents in design in other
careers, such as designing skateboards (figure 12).14 In another example
from this series, Larraine Henning, a former architecture student, used her
creative thinking to develop a tool kit for squatting (figure 13).15

must manage. Design Thinking is an essential tool for
simplifying and humanizing. It can’t be extra; it needs to be
a core competence.16
To run a business today, one must be able to handle the complex, fast
paced, ever-changing market. Those who are not trained in design,
however, may have the ability to visualize a direction for a company, but
lack the ability to bring it to fruition due to the increasing complexities
that are involved in producing a successful business.

Fig. 12 “Tesseract,” Feature Diagram
Skateboard design by former architect, Daniel Carper.

Although this may be a challenge for those with an analytical business
mind, it is an opportunity for architects. It may be difficult for many
architects to see themselves doing anything other than designing
buildings, but Tim Brown believes in the training and skills that architects
have for this disconnection between business thinkers and Design
Thinkers. He states that, “architectural education is the best systems
design education in the world. There’s a reason why we hire lots of
architects—not because they want to be architects or we want to do
buildings, but because they’re wonderful systems designers. This is why I
love architects.”18

Although the “Working out of The Box,” series highlights many innovative
architectural designers creating more than buildings, it fails to highlight
any designers that are using their systematic thinking to consult for
other businesses on their complexities and moving parts, such as data
collection, new market opportunities, and production processes. Instead,
the series only highlights previous architects who no longer design
buildings alone, but design material objects. This is where those in the
profession of architecture and design have secluded themselves—
as previously mentioned earlier in the quote by Chris Luebkeman,
businesses see the need for the skillset of Design Thinkers (architects),
but those who actually have the skills are mostly interested and focused
on creating material objects and not the organization and visualization of
the parts and processes of a business.

Design Business Thinking
It is not the skillsets alone that make architects so valuable in organizing
and visualizing complex tasks, it is also their mindset towards process.
Michael Shamiyeh, Professor and Head of Design-Organization-Media
(DOM) Research Lab at the University of Arts and Design Linz, claims that

Complex Business Systems and Architects
Not only is Design Thinking important to connecting with human
emotions through the design of material objects, but as the following
quote exemplifies, Design Thinking can also include the organization and
visualization of direction for the complex systems that are in a business,
opening doors for unanswered questions that lead to opportunities.

Architects have a fundamentally different approach
to problem solving than managers. Organizations and
managers always start with a set of resources, that is, what
is available to them to fulfill a task or solve a problem. As
architects, we have a different approach: we only have this
problem of existing resources to a limited extent. We have
more of an empty field, to which we add resources, that is,
we are in the nice but also difficult position of always asking,
‘what if’ questions.19

As industry giants such as IBM and GE realize that software
is a fundamental part of their businesses, they are also
recognizing the extraordinary levels of complexity they
14. Taylor-Hochberg, “Working out of the Box.”
15. Archinet, “Working out of the Box: Larraine Henning.”
16. Kolko, “Design Thinking Comes of Age,” 70.
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An architect, with a background in business, has the ability to think
creatively and understand another’s vision for a company, as well as
to organize the company’s components in a way that sets it up for
success. “Design practice is now being applied to a broadening range
of activity, moving from the product and graphic areas to the design of
digital interactions, the design of service, and even to business strategy
and social policy.”17 Unfortunately, those trained in analytical business
models, who do not understand the importance of a design process, may
fail to see opportunities due to the lack of creative exploration in their
complexities and systems.

Fig. 13 Break-In Kit
Diagram using design to show the tools needed for breaking in as a squatter.

Fig. 14 Business+Design Diagram
The use of Design Thinking expands business principles to a level that considers the benefits to
human well-being as opposed to solely numbers on a sheet.

These “what if” questions are ones that seek to find the unexplored.
The available resources a manager seeks to use are only beneficial to
generating limited answers. The businesses that they are managing
understand the need for innovation, however innovation does not come
from one answer alone; instead it comes from a question that is often
left unanswered. This way of Design-Business Thinking challenges the
typical processes present in a business, which is important in cultivating
innovation and general well-being throughout the organization. For
example, a supply chain manager may think the answer to more efficient
production lies in the adjustment of output numbers or the number of
employees on the line. This may be true, but the answer (his number to
the formula) can only do so much after the problem is solved—which is
good, but not great.
Figure 14 displays how a designer would use his or her understanding of
human well-being, ergonomics, and psychology to generate questions
that would further efficiency, such as: Does the light affect workers’
output, mood, emotions, and productivity? Are they connecting with
other employees in a psychological, team-oriented manner? Is the
concrete floor too dark and causing our employees depth perception
to be different? All of these questions help pull from resources other
than those in an economic formula. The two combined ways of
thinking (Design + Business), make for a powerful implementation in a
business process because the organization is able to understand both
psychological effects in users, and understand the ergonomics involved in
processes.

17. Glen, Suciu, and Baughn, “The Need for Design Thinking,” 656.
18. Luebkeman, “Design Is Our Answer,” 37.
19. Shamiyeh and Laboratory DOM Research, Driving Desired Futures, 420.
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This type of thinking is what Peter Senge calls systems thinking. “Systems
thinking is a way of thinking about, and a language for describing and
understanding, the forces and interrelationships that shape the behavior
of systems. This discipline helps us to see how to change systems more
effectively, and to act more in tune with the natural processes of the
natural and economic world.”20 In many organizations, “reality is made
up of circles but seen in straight lines.”21 In the previous example,
the straight lines were the formula, which was singularly focused
on one person’s goals rather than the big picture goals of the entire
organization. Thinking in systems, on the other hand, helps define the
interconnectedness of businesses with other external systems, such as
the environment, home life of employees, well-being of occupants, and
others that are part of a larger overall system in a community, region,
country, and world. To use this type of thinking in its maximum potential,
companies will have to change their mindsets towards innovation rather
than profit alone.22 Furthermore,
It is also important for organizations that are seeking this
type of innovation to understand that the process is humandriven. Because each persona in an organization brings its
own lever, its own tools, its own skills, its own point of view,
these combined traits in an organization can generate a
remarkably powerful force.23
This approach to building a successful organization is the same approach
that the authors of Ten Faces of Innovation use in their own design
organization, IDEO.
Bringing Design Thinking to The Design Firm—Business
It is also important for architects to use this same kind of Design-Business
Thinking in their own practice. Clients, and society as a whole, are busier
than ever and it is crucial that those practicing architecture keep up
with their clients’ demands. “Recent history reveals that in a world that
is increasingly driven by faster cycles of change, the need to radically
remake—as opposed to just modify or optimize—a business to ongoing
environmental changes is higher than ever today.”24 The practice itself is
becoming more complex and architects are beginning to enhance the
opportunity for collaboration within their firms and with other fields.
Although this is great for creativity, and efficiency when done right, it
is making it more difficult to manage the jobs and ensure that all of the
pieces are correct. This can raise a series of questions that can should be
asked such as: With the available technology, is there really a need for
keeping physical job information from years past? Should the processes

20. Senge, The Fifth Discipline, 74-75.
21. Ibid., 73.
22. Kelley, “Introduction.”
23. Ibid.
24. Shamiyeh and Laboratory DOM Research, Driving Desired Futures, 5.
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be the same? Is it still necessary for clients and architects to continually
meet face to face, or even meet in person at all?
The same kind of Design-Business Thinking that can be used in other
businesses can also be used in the business of architecture—his starts
by asking two major questions: What should architectural practice be
like today? And, what should that practice look like in the future? The
profession of architecture is about good design, which leads to business;
but good business practices and methods also lead to more business.
As an architect would pursue when designing a building, he or she also
needs to think about their practice on a level that considers its users
and parts. This includes thinking about employee well-being and client
relationships. In addition, architects can begin drawing out their project
processes, existing office conditions, and business models much like they
would a building plan. And as a contractor understands the building
plan to build the building, an architect begins to see the various business
processes used to take a project from the initial sketch of a job to the built
product. This allows him or her to refine the business design the same
way he or she would the building design.
Due to the increased complexities of jobs, client relationships, and everchanging technologies, the first question, What should architectural
practice be like today? should be asked on a quarterly basis. Architecture,
in comparison with other arts, pop culture, and industries, is naturally
a profession that is slow paced due to the time span of its product
generation. For example, during the same amount of time it takes to
build one hotel, the latest consumer technologies have evolved or faded
out of style and are no longer relevant to the ideas the hotel had for
using these technologies. However, to be competitive today, this has to
change. Asking the first question helps the architect to draw out his or her
company to a level of true understanding in components, profits, losses,
employee well-being, and other elements in his or her business. Usually,
these things only exist in an economic formula. However, when made
visual through a creative process, an architect can begin to see where his
or her time and money is being spent and open doors, through intuitive
thinking, to where improvements can be made. This creative process
is where the second question, what should that practice look like in the
future? is generated.
This second question ultimately becomes a design process in which the
architect can get his or her clients, employees, and consultants involved
in order to help improve the firm. This process involves asking questions:
Do architects really understand what clients want in an architect? Does
a firm really understand how their employees feel coming to work every
day and sitting at their workstations? Can one start communicating with
a client from a project application on their smartphone that keeps a client

up to date on the progress of their project? These types of innovative
questions are brought to light when Design Business Thinking is used in
the development and improvement of the architect’s existing business.
Leadership and Advocating—Changing Mindsets
For architects to continue to improve their own respective field and
to begin extending their abilities into other fields (which has already
begun taking place through the design of material objects that are
not buildings), it is going to take leadership and advocacy in both
the business and creative fields. In the business world it is going to
take managers shifting their mindset of analytical, single-answer
driven thinking, to trusting the power of Design Thinking in their
products and Design-Business Thinking in the organization of their
processes and structure. This is something that can be done through
educational seminars where those in business and creative fields meet
on common ground to synthesize their language, goals, etc. This takes
mutual understanding and collaboration. “It is no help if the architect
presents visions or other radical innovations, while on the other hand
management gains the impression that they have little knowledge of
the resources or processes needed to implement these ideas.”25 It is the
job of the designer to show enough passion to educate the manager or
organization on the importance of Design Thinking, a discussion that
architects are already familiar with. It is the same in a building design that
an architect’s client might not understand the benefits of—“the architect
has to act as a mediator and educate the client on what is good design as
opposed to what is always cheaper.”26

As a whole, organizations in separate disciplines must begin
understanding entire global systems in order for there to be a shared
common vision to strive for. Organizations must step out of their linear
focuses, become learning organizations, and establish a common
goal when working with one another. They must achieve “metanoia,”
as Peter Senge calls it, “a fundamental shift or change of mind and an
awakening.”28 This is not a typical classroom or training type learning:
“Through this type of learning, we become able to do something we
never were able to do. Through learning we reperceive the world and our
relationship to it.”29
In addition, leaders in the various disciplines will need to begin, “exploring
how benefits can be achieved for each party through a process called,
‘stakeholder symbiosis,” where, “symbiosis requires leaders to integrate
the needs and interests of all stakeholders, not appease them through
trade-offs.” This requires, “various organizations to engage in a continuing
dialogue with each discipline of interest.”30 This will encourage each
discipline to gain an understanding of one another. Understanding
a relationship to the world is what it will take for designers, CEOs,
environmentalists, employees, and other leaders to create a better future
for the planet, families, individual organizations, and other teams that
make up the world.

In the creative fields it will take strong dedication and leadership to move
away from that which is ingrained during countless hours of training. In
particular, architects who often dedicate their entire lives to the hopes
of one major project that will jumpstart their careers, will come to realize
that their skills can solve more complexities than building systems alone.
It is important they use their design skills for creating more than material
objects alone; instead, architects should use their systematic approach
in the creative design of the visualization and organization of complex
processes of business—similar to creating a set of construction plans for
a building, but instead with various parts of a business.
In fact, Brown sees a need for all fields to integrate this design-oriented
way of thinking into practice, suggesting that “design thinking become a
core liberal art,” which he believes to be “so elemental to education in the
near future that it will be consciously integrated into the primary schools
curriculum along with reading, writing, and arithmetic.”27

25. Ibid., 420.
26. James Williamson, conversation with author, September, 2014.
27. Luebkeman, “Design Is Our Answer,” 37.

28. Senge, The Fifth Discipline, 13.
29. Ibid.
30. Crews, “Strategies for Implementing Sustainability,” 16-17.
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CONTEXT
Understanding the context for the aplication of the thesis begins with
understanding the existing conditions of the firm Bounds and Gillespie
(B+G). Upon entering the office of B+G, one feels lost, as if they are not
at the correct place. An entry greeting element does not exist and one
enters immediately into a blank wall, requiring directions or assistance to
figure out where to go next (figure 15). Broken up like a maze, as seen in
figure 16, the building offers no experience of what Bounds and Gillespie
really is. For clients, especially new ones, this can be uncomfortable. It
can also drop the level of confidence in the type of work that the client is
seeking from the firm.
Once noticed by an employee at the front desk (figure 17), the client
is typically asked to take a seat in the conference room (figure 18). The
conference room is located near the entry door; it lacks space for more
than four people, and is uncomfortable even then. The conference room,
which should offer the ability for collaboration among employees and
clients, becomes more of an embarrassment than an amenity.
Given that the entry space, and the conference room are the only two
public spaces (except for the restrooms) the rest of the existing spaces
are for those who come to B+G every single day to work. It is hard to
determine if the existing space is actually one for creating design or for
selling insurance. To begin with, the break room (figure 19), offers a space
to eat lunch, but not much more. There is not room for more than four
people at a time, and there is no space for one to read on industry news,
or about what community events are happening in the area. This lack of
gathering space promotes individuality and limits growth in trust among
each employee, which is key to creating a team.
The work stations (figures 20 & 21) are similar isolators; they are tall and
inwardly focused, provide no room for engagement among employees,
and offer little reminder to the employees about who their work is
being done for. Although there are community work areas, the work
stations turn their back to these and do not allow one to easily learn from
conversations or issues that are being discussed, thereby leaving the
same mistakes to happen time and time again.
The existing office space, in its out-dated form, translates into the
operations of the business itself, even in areas of storage (figure 22).
Although B+G has been very successful in the work they do, their
old processes and lack of teamwork keep them short on untapped
potential. Much of this is caused by the space, but it is also caused by
the bittersweet structure the partners have built their business on; that
is, a focused market with several repeat clients that want to deal directly
with the partners like they did early in the company’s existence. This is
great for a smaller office, but unfortunately, as shown in figure 23, this
type of structure burdens the employees and partners, and limits the
potential for teamwork because all things flow back to the partners,
leaving little room for new work. With this model, partners become
overloaded and have little room to provide their quality time and service
14

to all of the clients like B+G desires to do. In addition, employees feel the
need, as they should, to run all decisions back to the partners. This creates
a horizontal work flow that can put projects in danger from moving
forward.
In addition to the structure and project flow, there are essentially no
systems (or old systems) in place for delivering quality projects that
the clients are seeking. This is primarily due to the project flow. Every
employee is working directly with a partner, and therefore has no need
to consider how decisions will affect other employees that may later be
involved in the project. Figure 24 explains how this has caused incoherent
filing, no communication, no teamwork when necessary, and is getting
to the point where some important items are left untouched. This is the
product of the old, small business practices that were effective at one
time, but are no longer applicable because the business has grown.
Unfortunately, these practices create a stressful work environment which
makes it harder to produce quality work and harder to recruit the quality
staff that every business desires.

The Re-Vision is not a change from B+G’s commitment to client
engagement, quality, experience, creativity, efficiency, code compliancy,
and cost effectiveness; instead, it is a plan to direct the revitalization
of internal operations, employee passion, and overall culture of the
company in order to stay ahead of the competition.

B+G Re-Vision
As B+G moves into a new era it seeks to be a firm that continues to do
good quality work while introducing a revitalization aimed at creating
more energy, collaboration, organization, education, and culture among
those in the company.

Fig. 17 View B- Front Desk past the Entry Wall

Fig. 15 View A- Existing Entry Wall

It is becoming more difficult for the firm to recruit and maintain talent
that is knowledgeable in both architecture and the latest technology
used in practice. It is critical now, more than ever, that B+G foster that
talent and provide an “it factor” that stands above that which other firms
are doing.

F
D
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More importantly, B+G will strive for controlled growth while educating
its current employees and providing them with the tools to be more
competitive than anyone in the industry.

G

B+G will create a Great Team that is coherent and composed of
employees that love their jobs and look forward to getting better every
day. They will use that team to create and perform Effective Processes.
B+G will maintain the market to which it has built a solid expertise, while
expanding into other markets such as residential, civic buildings, and
schools.

C
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Fig. 16 Existing/Demo Plan
Plan indicating removed existing walls and referenced views.

Fig. 18 View C- Existing Conference Room
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Fig. 23 Existing Workflow
All aspects of the business and operations flow back to the partners, which can burden them and
the employees, leaving little room for new work.

Fig. 19 View D- Existing Break Room

Fig. 21 View F- Existing Cubicle Looking Out

Fig. 24 Absence of Standards Diagram
With no standards in place, no communication, and a horizontal structure, employees are unable
to help one another and lose much time when trying to locate proper files, images, or other
relevant job information.
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Fig. 20 View E- Existing Work Area and Cubicles

Fig. 22 View G- Existing Storage
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Fig. 25 IDEO Innovation Diagram

Section 3: Precedent Research

BUSINESS DESIGN PRECEDENTS

Marcus Lemonis

IDEO

Summary:

Summary:

Marcus Lemonis is often referred to as the business turn-around king.
He is the CEO and chairman of Camping World, the world’s largest
RV and outdoor retailer, and has been discussed in several major
business publications (figure 30). He is currently the star of the CNBC
television show, The Profit, which documents Lemonis’ journeys to
different struggling small businesses and an overview of how he
took those businesses and helped them become successful. Each
episode documents a different business where Lemonis integrates
his fundamental values of People, Product, and Process as a driver for
success. Lemonis is a leader by nature and has experience in several
different businesses, including

IDEO (pronounced “eye-dee-oh”) is an award-winning
global design firm that takes a human-centered, designbased approach to helping organizations in the public and
private sectors innovate and grow. The firm identifies new
ways to serve and support people by uncovering latent
needs, behaviors, and desires. IDEO helps envision new
companies and brands, and design the products, services,
spaces, and interactive experiences that bring them to life.
They also help organizations build creative culture and the
internal systems required to sustain innovation and launch
new ventures.1

Fig. 26 IDEO Innovation Diagram
Diagram from IDEO showing their key components
to innovation, which are also embedded within
Design Thinking.

his lawn mowing business he started at the age of 12 to
generate money for his candy business. He studied Political
Science, Criminology and Economics at Marquette University
and ran for a seat on the Florida House of Representatives
at the age of 22. Lemonis has streamlined the RV industry,
buying more than 100 RV companies from dealerships
across the country and turning them into Camping World
RV SuperCenters. After combining Camping World with
Good Sam Enterprises in 2010, Lemonis now leads nearly
7,000 employees in over 100 U.S. cities, and recorded close
to $3 billion in sales in 2014.2

Thesis Application:
Design Thinking is embedded within all the work IDEO does (figures 2628); since the research and design solution explore this type of thinking
and how it can be used to expand the role of architects, IDEO becomes a
key precedent. The CEO of IDEO, Tim Brown, and his partner Tom Kelley,
discuss their love for architects, which is used to support the research and
theory of this thesis. In addition, Design Thinking was used, much like
IDEO would use it (figure 26) to explore and define the design solution,
particularly in the business and culture portion—Design Thinking is
more naturally used in the architectural design (human and technical).
IDEO is also a great example of a firm that has grown through the power
of innovation. In order for Bounds and Gillespie to remain competitive,
innovation, within and outside of the hospitality market, will be a key
component. IDEO shows that innovation is not just something one can sit
down and do, but it has to be integrated in the organization as a whole.
This led me to use systems thinking as a means to see the entire Bounds
and Gillespie organization as a whole, with all of its parts.

1. IDEO, “About.”
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“Architectural education is the best systems design

education in the world.

There’s a reason why we hire lots of architects—not because they
want to be architects or we want to do buildings, but because
they’re wonderful systems designers. This is why I love architects.”

Fig. 29 Marcus Lemonis
“Have a structure,” is one of Lemonis’ key components when organizing a business, which leads to
his ideas about the importance of Process.

Thesis Application:

- Tim Brown, IDEO

Fig. 27 Tim Brown ,CEO of IDEO

Fig. 28 IDEO Markets
Thumbnails of the various markets IDEO has
a focus on, which shows where innovation
can lead an organization.

A study of Marcus Lemonis was used first as an inspiration to be able to
make a difference at a small business and change things for the better.
With Bounds and Gillespie struggling in what Lemonis would call People
and Process, under his umbrella of having a structure (figure 29), I found
that it was time to step up and make a difference. Watching many
episodes of The Profit helped me understand that business operations can
be simplified and broken down to a level that is diagrammatic (Lemonis
uses several diagrams in his shows), such as a flow chart of shipping
that uses cartoon figures as opposed to numbers on a sheet or words
only. It also helped me learn which issues to look at when evaluating a
business’ operations and people—Bounds and Gillespie already has a
good Product, but the People were unpassionate and the Processes were
ineffective. This diagramming process, paired with systems thinking,
helped me to see the various components that make up B+G as a whole.
In essence, Marcus Lemonis’ demeanor, approach, and passion are the
things I used when working on making Bounds and Gillespie better. In
addition, his constant discussions regarding marketing helped me to see
the value in telling people about a business. Lemonis also used various
sketch diagrams that helped enhance my understanding of how to break
a business down into simple components.

Fig. 30 Marcus Lemonis in Inc. Magazine
Lemonis has a proven track record with his techniques and has been
featured in several publications.

2. Lemonis, “About Marcus.”
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Eskew Dumez Ripple Architects

OFFICE DESIGN PRECEDENTS

Summary:

Various Projects

Eskew, Dumez, Ripple Architects is an award winning architecture
firm in New Orleans, Louisiana. The firm was founded in 1989 and has
built its brand on four core values of Design Excellence, Environmental
Responsibility, Community Outreach, and Client Commitment. In
addition to winning architecture awards, they were also awarded the
2014 American Institute of Architects Firm Award, which recognizes
individuals and organizations for their outstanding achievements in
support of the profession of architecture because of their commitment to
community and the mentorship of young professionals.3

Summary:

energetic

The following precedent images were used to inspire ideas for the
physical space of Bounds and Gillespie Architects and are of various
spaces in different offices.

reflective

Thesis Application:

Thesis Application:
This precedent was applied to the design solution because of its proven
use of mentoring culture within design. Many architecture firms, and
other businesses, can be curious about fostering a new culture within
their organizations due to old systems of management and production
that were focused on linear individual growth paths. Within the office of
Eskew, Dumez, Ripple an open studio layout (figure 31) situates principals
among staff to foster open communication, shared creativity, individual
responsibility, and ongoing mentorship. Eskew, Dumez, Ripple is a great
example that shows how mentorship and individual growth can lead
to better productivity, new markets, and more engaged employees,
which are ideas Bounds and Gillespie are seeking. Currently in Bounds
and Gillespie, the path a new employee takes can limit that employee
into doing one thing, which is the same thing everyone else is doin.
B+G must understand that each person has their individual talents and
passions and will be most effective in those positions. In addition, Eskew,
Dumez, Ripple is a great reminder of the power of teamwork and how to
foster the culture of team through community engagement (figure 32),
collaborative meetings, company gear (figure 33), and team-led efforts
internal to and outside of work.

fun

Fig. 31 Eskew Dumez Ripple Office
Image showing open plan used for collaboration.

These images (figures 34-37) were geared towards the goals stated by
employees and partners: to bring more energy and more engagement
from the employees in the space, and more branding for those who enter
the space or work in the space every day. There were also a few additional
ideas regarding emotions that these precedents brought to mind when
going through the design process.

Fig. 36 Study of Collaboration Wall 1
Image showing the use of a collaboration wall for fun.

marketing

extending the
space

team

collaboration

transparency

flexible work
space

comfort

Fig. 32 Eskew Dumez Ripple Team
Photo of the Eskew Dumez Ripple team together outside of work.
Fig. 34 Reception Desk, DCA Architects
This area uses the feeling of welcoming and the use of imagery and logos
for branding.
Fig. 37 Study of Collaboration Wall 2
Image showing collaboration wall being used for information sharing.

private/open
extending
the space
area of
refuge

3. Eskew Dumez Ripple, “Firm History.”
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Fig. 33 Eskew Dumez Ripple Gear
Gear empowers employees to feel that they are part of a larger calling than
their work place alone.

Fig. 35 Conference Room, SunPower Corporate
Image showing the extension of materials from room to room in order to
extend the space.
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Marketing Influence
Internal Culture Influence
Process Influence

1. Reception Desk
Immediate company recognition
Logo on half-wall back drop
Creates feeling of ownership in employees

2. Reception Area/ Informal Meeting
Display of work
Informal meeting areas (collaboration)
Transparency
Multiple types of work spaces
Meeting room and floating office

3. Work Area

Concealed office equipment
Process destination

4. Partner Offices
Faces of the company
Transparent and inaudible

5. Focal Wall
Display of work
More technology

6. Thought Zone

Informal meeting area (collaboration)
One-on-one discussion
Recollection of thoughts
Code study area
Meeting room and floating office

7. Collaboration Wall
Promotes level of care and inspiration
Bonding Space
Collaboration Space

8. Break Room

Seating options for different conversations
More seating for multiple groups to dine together
Connectivity to conference room

9. Conference Room
Sign of established firm for clients to see
Technology shows trend knowledge
Informal meeting areas (collaboration)
Transparency
Connectivity
Multiple types of work spaces
Meeting room and floating office

10. Project Architects
Future faces of the company
Approachable
Accessible to those who will use it most
Meeting room and floating office
Accessible to those who will use it most
Middle man between design and partners

11. Design Hub
Approachable team
Collaboration
Educational (all learn from conversations at the work table)
Production “team”- no more cubicles

Fig. 38 Architecture to Business Influence
Diagram showing the influence of architecture on business ideas.

Section 4: Design Solution

BOUNDS AND GILLESPIE RE-VISION
In addition to being enclosed, outdated, having poor mechanical
systems, and bad adjacencies for operations, the current space of Bounds
and Gillespie (B+G) does not run parallel with the goals being sought in
the company as a whole (see Appendix 3). It is important that the space
integrates ideas with the company business model because there are
certain goals and objectives that require particular physical adjacencies
and emotional consideration in order to be successful. In order to show
the importance of Design Thinking in both Design and Business the
following design solution will outline the design of the office space itself,
as well as the design of the business model. The design conversation will
be formed through its importance to business ideas and integrated into
the discussion about the business ideas. It is important to see the effect
that one has on the other.
The design of the physical space was primarily formed with the goals
of the business in mind, therefore the important framework for the
company had to be established to drive design decisions for the space.
Figure 39 is a diagram of the system of ideas and how the business will
form itself. Embedded throughout the design solution are the details of
each of these overarching ideas and how they will be used. The diagram
is critical because without it, there would be no understanding of why
certain things need to be done; instead it would only be a list of things
with no motivation behind them. Peter Senge states, “vision without
systems thinking ends up painting lovely pictures of the future with no
deep understanding of the forces that must be mastered to move from
here to there.”1 That is, “if we are starting with the wrong questions, if we
don’t understand the cause, then even the right answers will steer us
wrong.”2
Shared Vision
Without a shared vision, there is no motivation for people to care to make
a difference.
A Shared Vision [figures 40-41] is what members want
to create or accomplish as part of an organization. A
shared vision is not imposed by one or a few people as
an organizational mandate. Rather, it is derived from the
members of the organization, creating common interests
and a sense of shared purpose for all organizational activities.3

People need to know exactly who they are and what they are doing. The
shared vision was established by maintaining the value of the existing
high quality work that Bounds and Gillespie does, and injecting a new
identity of a Great Team and Effective Processes; two things that currently
do not exist.
BOUNDS AND GILLESPIE
NEW
MARKETS

MARKETING

BOUNDS AND GILLESPIE (B+G)
QUALITY WORK
GREAT TEAM
SHARED VISION
- Who we are
- What we do
- Why we do it
TEAM PLAYERS
- Buy into Shared Vision
- Trust
		
- Personality understanding

GREAT
TEAM

QUALITY WORK

STRONG CLIENT
RELATIONSHIPS

GIVING
BACK

EFFECTIVE
PROCESSES
Fig. 39 Comprehensive Shared Vision Diagram
This diagram displays the interconnectedness of all the parts that make up the Shared Vision.

GIVING BACK
AWARENESS

			- external/internal activities
			
- personality tests/ goal setting

STRATEGIES

		- Collaboration
			
- leveraging individual skills
		- Open conversation

HAPPY EMPLOYEES
- Energy
		- Passion
			- ownership

MARKETING
WEBSITE

			- shared vision
			- fun

PUBLICATION

		- Well-being
			- health

OTHER TECHNOLOGY

				- programs

				- work environment

WORD OF MOUTH

LEADERSHIP
- Convey Shared Vision
- Direct Shared Vision
- Smaller than Shared Vision
TALENTED EMPLOYEES
- Training
- Practice
QUALITY WORK

GREAT TEAM W/ EFFECTIVE PROCESSES

Bounds and Gillespie have built their reputation on doing high quality
work and will continue to be a valuable, precise resource with

As jobs become more complicated and codes become more stringent
it is more critical now than ever for our team to work together to
deliver projects that meet the high quality standard established by
the partners.

Experience
Engagement
Diversity
Creativity
Efficiency
Code Compliancy
Energy Conservancy
Cost Effectiveness

To do this, Bounds and Gillespie employees must understand that
their are several parts in the work that effect one another, therefore
leaving no room for individual focus when working on a project. We
must share a vision and that vision is to work together using effective
processes that successfully deliver our projects.
We will strengthen our team through understanding one another’s
personalities and talents, and leveraging those to set up the best
success for creating a passionate, energetic, team atmosphere.

Fig. 40 Shared Vision
Direction established from a collaborative effort with past employees, current employees,
partners, and others involved with Bounds and Gillespie.

PHYSICAL

NEW MARKETS
STRATEGIES

EFFECTIVE PROCESSES
UNDERSTANDING WHY
- The Shared Vision
- Cause and effect chain
PLANS/ STRATEGIES

STRONG CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS
GOOD PEOPLE
SHARED VISION
OWNERSHIP OF PROJECT
INTEGRITY AND HONESTY
RESOURCEFUL

RESEARCH
ALL EMPLOYEES KNOW THE CLIENTS
- Database

STRATEGIES
1. Senge, The Fifth Discipline, 12.
2. Sinek, Start with Why, 1.
3. Grimsley, “Senge’s Shared Vision,” para. 4.
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Fig. 41 Detailed Shared Vision Diagram
Diagram showing the details of the Shared Vision, which cannot be seen in the Comprehensive Shared Vision Diagram.
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GREAT TEAM AND EFFECTIVE PROCESSES

Personality Understanding

The main vision of Bounds and Gillespie is to do Quality Work, which
is the “what” portion of the vision. The “who” and “how” is through a
Great Team that uses Effective Processes. The following diagrams and
renderings on pages 28-37 help explain how Bounds and Gillespie will
accomplish forming a Great Team with Effective Processes. Each detail
component from figure 41, similiar to figure 42, will appear on the front
end of the section to which it is discussing.

For employee personalites to be effectively understood, the space
in which the employees work must foster interaction among those
who work in the space. The parti diagram (figure 47) provides a basic
composition of how the plan influences this.
Internal Activities
The midway point of the back office was designed with the idea that all
spaces would interconnect and allow for there to be one large space that
internal activities could take place in (figure 48 and 49). This includes
family holiday dinners, lunch and learns, games, and other activities that
would help employees begin to understand each others’ personalities.

TEAM PLAYERS

- Buy into Shared Vision
- Staying smaller than Shared Vision
- Trust
- Personality Understanding
- external/internal
- personality tests/ goal setting
- introverts vs extroverts

-Collaboration

- leveraging individual skills

- local events
- family outings
- sporting events/ leagues
- cookouts
- holidays
- games

Fig. 44 Work Station Study
A study in work stations shows that low partitions and facing a parallel direction to the wall creates
better approachability and engagement with the work table.

- structure
- understanding passions
- team players

- Open Conversation
- bi-monthly meetings

- shared knowledge
- cohesive approach
- improvement

- awareness

- workload for each person
- helping one another

Collaboration
The design hub, once divided (dashed line) into two separate spaces by
a brick wall with a small opening, has now been formed into one open
space where open conversations, team engagement, and idea generating
can take place. To the north of the collaboration core is a collaboration
wall where bi-monthly meetings can be held in order to keep everyone
informed about the various time frames certain projects have and regular
issues employees are coming across in their projects (figure 50). Figures
51-52 show how this collaboration wall can be used in multiple ways.
In addition, figures 53-54 provide renderings of flexible and open work
spaces that promote collaboration within the firm.

Fig. 42 Shared Vision Detail- Team Players

Diagrams of space adjacencies (figure 43) were used early in the process
to fully understand how and by whom the areas would be used. In
addition, studies in furniture (figure 44) and lighting fixtures (figure 45)
were designed for approachability and energy. Also, figure 46 shows how
architecture accomplishes the desire for transparency in daily operations
of the firm.

Fig. 48 Conference Room
A conference room that opens up to the office core creates one large room that can be used for
family and office activities to promote the understanding of personalities.

collaboration
wall

Fig. 45 Wall Mounted Light Fixture
Movable wall mounted light fixtures allow for employees to move the light based on what their
co-workers needs are when showing material. This promotes a form of collaboration.

flex
grow
collaborate
design

Fig. 46 Office Section
A study promotoing transparency in daily operations.
Fig. 43 Space Adjacencies
This diagram shows how the collaboration core (titled work area in diagram) becomes the heart of
the office and provides a space for all employees to collaborate.
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Fig. 47 Parti Diagram

Fig. 49 Collaboration Core
The Collaboration Core shares flooring with the conference room which opens up to form one
large space to be used for gatherings.
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Despite the challenging parameters of the space, the demolition
of existing walls allows for more free-flowing movement and open
adjacencies that create a transparent feeling throughout the space. This
keeps employees accountable and engaged in the work they are doing.
The series of colors on the floor plan (figure 55), helps one understand
how this new flow works in relation to the ideas sought in the Shared
Vision.

COLLABORATION CORE

Fig. 50 Proposed Collaboration Wall
Collaboration wall for bi-monthly meetings, knowledge sharing, and other flexible
activities.

Fig. 51 Collaboration Wall Precedent 1

Fig. 54 Proposed Waiting Area/ Conference Room
An adaptable space provides the means to host a variety of activities while meeting
standard needs of the design program.

DESIGN HUB

COLLABORATION
WALL

Fig. 52 Collaboration Wall Precedent 2

WELCOME
ZONE

N

Fig. 53 Proposed Design Hub
Low cubicles within a single space allow for collaboration and engagement among employees.
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Fig. 55 Proposed Floor Plan
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Energy can also be found in the health and well-being of the employees.
Often times employees may feel so consumed with work that they can
not find time for other things. This is an issue in productivity and can be
solved by the company supporting healthy life styles and healthy work
habits. This can be done through several techniques that are proposed
on this page (figures 61-64). In addition to promoting a healthy life
style these programs can get employees out in the community to make
a difference. It can also serve as a recruiting tool by showing that the
company can have fun together.

HAPPY EMPLOYEES

- Energy
		- passion
			- ownership		

- internal branding
					- open voice
- B+G gear
					- involvement
- office colors
					- structure 		-logos
			
- team accomplishments
		- recognition
			
			- fun
- lunch and learns
- non-industry
		
- competitions

		- well-being
			- health

				- programs
				

- health challenges
- compensated gym memberships
- exercise groups (saturday jogs)

				- work
environment
				

- sit/stand desk
- sustainable practices
- area of refuge

		

Fig. 57 Proposed Reception Desk

Fig. 63 Employee Health Challenges
B+G and consultant-sponsored fitness challenges will promote healthy lifestyles as well as
create a friendly competition for the employees.

Fig. 56 Shared Vision Detail- Happy Employees

Energy
When first stepping into the proposed entry way of Bounds and Gillespie
(figure 57) one is greeted by the logo of the company. This immediately
reminds the employee what he or she is a part of; it is a reminder of
the shared values that an employee is working for, the clients that are
represented, and the company that is providing work for him or her.
Figures 58-60 show how embedding the logo within the design of the
space (and other gear for the company) is similiar to the effect marketing
has on bringing in new work, except this type of marketing is internal
and is a motivation tool for employees.

Fig. 58 Proposed Design Hub
Using the company colors and displaying the logo is a reminder of the Shared Vision.

Fig. 61 Company Sponsored Exercise Groups
Team fitness groups for local charity sponsored events will help B+G build camaraderie among
employees and promote the company to others in the community.

Fig. 59 Entry Section
Study of entry displaying the characteristics desired from an employee’s, or client’s, point of view
upon entering the space.

Jeremy Dollar, Project Manager
7975 Stage Hills Blvd., Suite 4 • Memphis, Tennessee 38133
(901) 377-6603 • Fax (901) 388-5765

jdollar@bngarchitects.com

Fig. 60 Company Gear
Providing employees company gear and business cards is a way to promote a team effort through
unity of appeal.
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Fig. 62 All-Steel “Altitude” Sit-Stand Desk
Adaptable furniture allows employees to move their bodies without having to leave their work
table, creating physical energy and promoting well-being.

Fig. 64 Proposed Thought Zone
A thought zone is proposed for the mental well-being of employees when they need to step
away from their work. This space also provides a place for industry literature and local news for
employees to explore, expand their knowledge, and seek opportunities for outreach.
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LEADERSHIP

TALENTED EMPLOYEES

CLIENT

- Convey shared vision
- by example
- reminders
- Direct Shared Vision
- structure
- listening and improving
- always finding time for employees
- Smaller than Shared Vision

SITE
VISITS

NEW
WORK

PARTNER

PROJEC T
ARCHITEC T

PROJEC T
ARCHITEC T

CONSTRUC TION
ADMINISTRATION

- Training
- lunch and learns (industry)
- latest technology
- site visits
- Practice
- trust from leadership
- Mentorship
- work flow/ employee path

- key values over personal preference

Fig. 69 Shared Vision Detail- Talented Employees

Fig. 65 Shared Vision Detail- Leadership

Leadership
“Great leaders are able to inspire people to act. Those who are able to
inspire give people a sense of purpose or belonging...they will create a
following of people who act for the good of the whole not because they
have to but because they want to.” 4 In addtion, knowing roles within
a company can help with leadership because everyone always knows
exactly what they are responsible for, therefore helping them lead others
in order for them to accomplish that task or goal.5 Another important
aspect of leadership is trusting employees to take on multiple roles and
responsibilities, which can be implemented through an employee path
that allows for one to learn multiple roles within the firm, similiar to figure
70, which will be discussed under, “Talented Employees.” Once again, all
leadership goes back to the Shared Vision and it is critical that no single
individual’s personal aspirations or decisions become larger or more
important than the shared vision. This takes leadership and structure,
which currently is not holisticly present at B+G. The following diagrams
(figures 65-68) are proposed ideas to enhacne the leadership at B+G.

PRODUC TION

PRODUC TION

PRODUC TION

PRODUC TION

PRODUC TION

PRODUC TION

Fig. 67 Proposed Workflow
Diagram showing the project flow within B+G. Each of these roles can be filled by different
employees at different times, but it provides the company with a leadership chain throughout
a project. Currently the project flow is more horizontal keeping employees from holding one
another accountable or inspiring them for the better good of the Shared Vision.

Talented Employees
In order for a team to be successful, they need to have talent. Talent is
often driven from an individual’s natural skills and their willingness to
work hard. However, a company (the leader of the team) can drive talent
through programs, efficient production techniques, and training. A series
of diagrams (figures 69-72) were done to show how B+G can improve
their skills and ways B+G can set up processes to ensure those skill
programs can be implemented into the business. It is important to note
that employees should not be hired or put into positions based on skill
alone as skill can be taught. Developing skills is where these strategies
come into effect.

Fig. 68 Office Section
Approachable leaders promote the growth and improvement of the Shared Vision.

4. Sinek, Start With Why, 1.
5. Lencioni, The Five Dysfunctions of a Team.

existing path

Project
Meetings

Client
Consultant Consultant Transmittals
CA
Correspondence Mngmt.
Drawings
Decisions

CA
Files

Site
Visits

Arch
Drawings

Fig. 71 Lunch and Learn Process
Diagram explaining a process for scheduling learning opportunities for employees. Currently, no
processes exist and those wanting to share their knowledge are overlooked.

Fig. 72 Production Technology Upgrade
Using the most current technology is critical to an employee’s skillset. The diagram above is an
example of how to integrate Revit, a drawing production program, into the company. This type
of transition also allows for collaboration, as existing Revit users can help those using other
programs.

File
Handling

Partner
Project
Architect
Production
CA

proposed path

High Priority

Middle Priority

Low Priority

Fig. 70 Path for New Employee
The proposed path, as opposed to the current path, allows a new employee to understand each
component of the company, how it works and relates to other components, and how those
components tie into the Shared Vision.

Fig. 66 Task Responsibility Matrix
With this, employees know exactly what they are responsible for, which motivates them to lead
others in order to accomplish their tasks.
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EFFECTIVE PROCESSES
UNDERSTANDING WHY
- The Shared Vision
- Cause and Effect Chain
PLANS/ STRATEGIES
Fig. 73 Shared Vision Detail- Effective Processes

Work Process Standards
The following diagrams (figures 73-81) help demonstrate the importance
of work process standards in a work place. As part of a team, it is critical
to be unified not only in personality and shared vision, but also in the
way things are done. If each person does things a different way, it can
cause conflict and serious issues in lost time, or even quality. This section
includes standards specifically for B+G, that were formed through a trial
and error process, and recommendations from all employees within the
organization.

Fig. 79 Job Filing
Existing job information is located in several different folders making it very difficult and
inefficient to navigate the filing system. This diagram is a proposal to move all job information into
one single job folder.

Fig. 76 Request for Information (RFI) Process Standard
Standard showing the process for a comprehensive RFI noting and filing system.
Fig. 74 Absence of Standards
Diagram showing the negative effects of incoherent processes in regards to time and
confusion, which can lead to lack of quality. This becomes an issue when others are
involved in the project.
Fig. 80 Existing Archiving
The current archiving system requires one employee to gather all job information from separate
folders on the network, combine them in one, transfer them to a hard drive, and take them home
with him or her. This can be inconsistent, unstable, and time-consuming for the employee that
does this task, making the task less frequent, and leaving a large amount of data on the network.

Fig. 77 Drawing Sets Management
Standard showing responsible person for managing drawing sets in the office.

Fig. 75 Use of Standards
Diagram showing how a unified process—a standard in which all people can refer to—allows
for each person to know exactly where all information is located, preventing negative effects for
others that may be involed in the project.
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Fig. 78 AutoCAD Template Standard
Standard for setting up drawing templates in AutoCAD and eliminating other templates that are
inconsistent.

Fig. 81 Proposed Archiving
The proposed archiving system uses the new, single-job-folder filing system, which creates
less steps, meaning less time, and allows the archiving to be done more frequently. Because
more jobs can be removed from the network and archived more frequently, the amount
of data on the network is reduced allowing the price of automatic off-site back up to be
reduced. With this, an employee is no longer responsible for managing the off-site backup.
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MARKETING

GROWTH STRATEGIES
Once a company has mastered their Shared Vision, with a great team and
effective processes, they can begin looking at the best way to maintain
that Shared Vision, and to expand it further with controlled growth. The
growth strategies that are on the following pages include Sound Client
Relationships, Marketing, New Markets, and Giving Back. They are simple
in nature and provide a direction for Bounds and Gillespie in reaching
their desired goals. In relation to the previous ideas regarding a Shared
Vision, it can be seen that the growth strategies are a small portion of
sustaining a successful business.

WEBSITE
PUBLICATIONS
Hospitality
Architecture
- recruiting
Business
Local
- news
- magazines

STRONG CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS

OTHER TECHNOLOGY
WORD OF MOUTH

GOOD PEOPLE
SHARED VISION
OWNERSHIP OF PROJECT
INTEGRITY AND HONESTY
RESOURCEFUL

PHYSICAL
Trade shows
- employee ownership
Business Cards
Gear
Community Engagement

Fig. 83 Client Phone App
A client app uses the latest technology to connect employees with clients, allowing for a more
focused client-project-architect relationship.

RESEARCH
ALL EMPLOYEES KNOW THE CLIENTS
- Database

STRATEGIES

THANK YOU/ HOLIDAY GIFTS
- Database
SPORTING AND COMMUNITY EVENTS
INDIVIDUAL PROJECT FOCUS
- Structure
		
- proposed structure
		
- individual employees
		
managing clients
- client phone app
Fig. 82 Shared Vision Detail- Strong Client Relationships

Sound Client Relationships
Delivering quality work is not enough; there are more ingredients to
sustaining a business. One of the key ingredients to doing this is to
maintain and build sound client relationships. Figure 82 shares ideas
and strategies about how to effectively do this. Practicing this diagram
repeatedly makes it second nature to all employees and builds trust
with clients on a personal level. In addition, figure 83 provides a way to
maintian client relationships in a more innovative way.

Shared Vision
- Why B+G
		
- quality work
		
- great team w/
		
effective processes
		
- personal attention
		- community
		
engagement
Personalities
- individual skills
- individual interests
- experience
Work Examples
- current markets
- potential markets
(schematics/pictures)
Awards
Publications

Office Space
Fig. 84 Shared Vision Detail- Marketing

Fig. 85 Proposed Office Entry
Main entrance showing the use of company colors, logos, and faces as a way to introduce clients
to the business as they enter the office.

Marketing
If people do not know about the firm and what it does, there is little
chance they will seek them out. It is important that a company’s
marketing strategy be precise and tell everyone exactly why they are the
best choice for the job. There are several by which people are exposed
to marketing and it is important to rely on each of those. If all aspects of
the marketing strategy share the best about a company, it can potentially
lead to new markets and outreach opportunities for employees.
The building in which a company inhabits plays a role in the marketing
strategy (figures 84-86). It is obvious for industries such as retail, but it
is equally important for service industries such as architecture. When
walking in an architect’s office, the client needs to know and feel
that they are walking into a design firm that has a Shared Vision. This
promotes comfort and trust between the partners, employees, and
clients.

Fig. 86 Proposed Focal Wall
The focal wall between partner offices with screen of rotating images displaying past work, which
can lead clients into interesting discussions about their own building.
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NEW MARKETS

GIVING BACK

STRATEGIES
West Region
- Current Examples
- Marketing

Other

STRATEGIES
- Employee opportunities
- local fund-raisers
- community engagement
- family events
- pro-bono work
- B+G led events

- hospitality groups
- conferences
- publications
- partnerships

- Research and Development
- Examples
- Projects
- Team talents

- Network
- Specific to desired market
- seminars
- conferences

- Compete

- Brochures
- Presentations
- Competitions

- Partnerships
- Other firms
Fig. 87 Shared Vision Detail- New Markets

Site Design

Oﬃce Space Review

Finally, it is beneficial to step back and take a look at the physical site of
one’s company and the surrounding areas. The proposed site plan (figure
93) uses an adjacent empty field to form a community park. This park not
only benefits the employees of Bounds and Gillespie, but it also becomes
a means to connect Bounds and Gillespie to the surrounding community.

Each of the ideas discussed in the design solution have the ability to
come together to form a comprehensive plan for the Re-Vision of Bounds
and Gillespie. Business design ideas, integrated with architectural design,
help one see the influence each has on the other. Now that those ideas
have been broken apart and explained, the renderings on the following
pages (figures 94-103) provide a way to step back and see the two
together in a representation of what Bounds and Gillespie will look like in
the future.

Much like the architectural design of the office, the proposed community
park has implications for the business ideas and goals that B+G is
seeking. Figures 90-92 use the colors from the Shared Vision Diagram to
show how these ideas are interconnected to site design decisions.

AWARENESS
Fig. 88 Shared Vision Detail- Giving Back

Giving Back
Giving back can be embedded within every organization’s key
motivations for doing what they do. Giving back shows an appreciation
to the community which an organization serves, and it helps those who
are less fortunate to get by. Although giving back should be motivated
by the heart, it takes organization and strategies to give back effectively.
And although it is not the reason to give back, giving back can also
benefit an organization. Figure 88 provides basic ideas behind giving
back and why it matters. In addition, figure 89 is an example of how a
place of work can promote giving back.

bike lanes
safe bike
crossing

Fig. 90 Climbing Wall

Team building
Energy
Personal development

EFFECTIVE
PROCESSES

outdoor
workout

New Markets
A focused market in architecture, such as hopsitality, can be great during
good times. However, it can cause hardship during slow economic
situations. In order to help stabilize this, new markets and new regions of
work should be pursued. It is unlikely that new markets and new regions
of work will present themselves to the company on their own; therefore,
B+G must use their marketing strategy and direct it towards the new
market and regions they would like to pursue. Figure 87 provides ideas
about how to approach this pursuit and is grounded in embracing the
individual skills each employee brings to the table.

covered
seating
B+G

Fig. 91 Covered Seating

Outside activities
Networking (Marketing)
Networking (New Markets)
Community events (Giving Back)

walking
track

volleyball
court

EXISTING SITE

N

open space
Fig. 89 Proposed Community Board
Sketch of a community board that is accessed by B+G and all of its consultants. If no one in the
office knows about how to give back or opportunities to give back, there is less of a chance they
will participate.

Fig. 92 Sport Court

Outside activities
Health
Networking (Marketing)
Networking (New Markets)
Community events (Giving Back)
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Fig. 93 Schematic Site Plan Additon
Expanding the site to capture an empty lot to the west will open more opportunities to improve
the business of B+G.
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Fig. 94 Proposed Entry

- ownership
- energy
- trust
- establishment
- work examples
- conversation starter
- work examples
- office as example
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Fig. 95 Proposed Waiting Area/ Conference Room
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Fig. 96 Proposed Focal Wall
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- work examples
- conversation starter
- work examples
- awareness
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Fig. 97 Proposed Thought Zone
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Fig. 98 Proposed Collaboration Wall
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Fig. 99 Proposed Collaboration Core 1
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Fig. 100 Proposed Conference Room
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Fig. 101 Proposed Collaboration Core 2
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Fig. 102 Proposed Design Hub View 1
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Fig. 103 Proposed Design Hub View 2
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Fig. 104 Site Section

Section 5: Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

SUMMARY
The idea of architects applying their Design Thinking skills to focuses
other than building design alone gives a positive outlook for those with
multiple passions. With their ability to use both sides of their brains,
architects can align themselves to be innovators within several industries
and make a positive impact in the world. Building design is critical, but
there are many more layers of design that architects can unfold, including
product design, furniture and other material design, as well as complex
systems design to help improve the built environment. The re-vision
of Bounds and Gillespie, through the use of Design Thinking, will help
improve many components to the business and create a culture that is
more engaged and welcoming to innovative thinking. The goal is that
this realigned culture opens doors for employee development, new
markets, and most important, continued success in the current market.
By understanding why this plan matters, other employees of Bounds and
Gillespie will be motivated to continue to improve the firm and make it a
great place to work.

CONCLUSIONS
The nature of the Design Thinking process encourages learning. The
learning takes many forms and is not necessarily sought as an original
motivator to the entire process. This is why Design Thinking leads
to innovation: it happens by leaving questions unanswered and by
proposing new and challenging questions.
Although the design process for Bounds and Gillespie started with
answers, it did not take long to realize that there was little room for the
unseen, innovative solutions that were to come. This learning curve
exemplified the importance of starting with why, and how important it
is to know exactly why you are doing something instead of just doing it
and expecting a good result. In addition, by starting with why, it leaves
the coworkers and partners within an inspiration that can build into more
than was originally sought after, creating layers and layers of positive
energy in the firm.1
The overall thesis research idea was to bring awareness to the fact that
architects can seek different threads of design and change their role in
the industry to include more than buildings. The journey through this
entire process was an implementation of that idea and has certainly had
its challenges. However, it has also had its positives: the deliverables of
the project have not yet been handed over as an official document, but
the process itself is already making a difference. It is challenging the
norms of the existing conditions and giving people a voice to show they
care about improving the work they do. The business plan and office

design for Bounds and Gillespie will continue to be developed through
various feedback loops that are gathered over time. It is important to
note that part of the Design Thinking process is to consider end users;
in the case of B+G, the primary end users are the employees. Because
of the changing nature of employees, that which is proposed in the
Design Solution will likely improve and adapt as time goes on and the
company evolves.

RECOMMENDATIONS
This thesis is a challenge to those who are still trying to find their way;
to those who have fallen in a trap of theoretical ideas about architecture
alone that often hold little value to the practicting world; and, to
those who have lost their passion and are seeking to find it again. The
challenge is not to leave architecture and do something else, but rather
to find value in architectural education and training, and use it to follow
a passion. To simply turn one’s back on architecture would be out of
ignorance, but so would not following one’s passion. It is imperative that
we help others make sense of the world through combining our passion
with our innate understanding of all of the systems that exist among
people.
I challenge architects because, in addition to the portion of our education
that is very theoretical, there is value in the analytical and design process
side of what is learned in our training. We are already naturally creative
people (and get more creative through learning about design processes
in school) and by pairing that with the analytical realities of architecture
our way of thinking begins to align with Design Thinking. Add in
leadership skills and a little bit of drive, and architects (and others with
this type of mindset) can go out and make a real difference, particularly in
small businesses (which are the backbone of our country).
I encourage architects to go beyond the art-focused, unmeasurable
theories that are taught in school and step into a Design Thinking,
leadership role in order to make a positive difference. Buildings alone
are not going to achieve that which we are most passionate about
changing in the world, so the best chance of doing that is to go change
the world by doing whatever it takes; even if that means commissioning
architectural works in order to have full design control. We cannot run
from those who doubt; instead we must stand firm in our beliefs and
challenge ourselves to create change through various filters. Architecture
alone is not enough.

1. Sinek, Start With Why.
1. Sinek, Start with Why.
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Fig. 105 Conference Room Detail Section

Appendices

Production work stations (6)

450

Project architects(3)
Mens Restroom
Womens Restroom

390
140
140

APPENDIX I: RESEARCH REPORT
BnG Re‐Vision
Room Name

The following “Research Report” (pages 62-65) aligns ideas gathered
from employees of Bounds and Gillespie with design ideas about the
architecture of the space. It provides an outline for implementing those
ideas into qualitative and quantitative categories for the design. In
addition, it outlines technical elements of the office design, including
Site Analysis, Codes, Sustainability, Structures, Environmental Systems,
Exterior Materials, and Interior Finishes.

Square Footage Equipment / Services / Notes
4500.00

Conference Room

275

Reception area

200

Receptionist

100

Programming
A. More energy in employees
a. Objective- Design should be active and crisp
B. Better Learning Environment
a. Objective- Design should use adjacencies to promote
education from one another
b. Objective- Design needs space for lunch and learns/
training and information
C. More structure in processes
a. Objective- Layout needs to be parallel with work flow
D. Promote cultural diversity
a. Objective- Allow employees to express themselves and
who they are
E. Better feeling of ownership in employees
a. Objective- Design should promote “team”
F. More glass and general feeling of a technology presence
a. Objective- transparency and updated equipment/
programs

B. Better Learning Environment
a. Direct view from cubicles to work area
b. Openness
c. Consider low cubicle
e. Recycling promotion stations
C. More Structure in processes
a. Proper adjacencies
b. Balance of office to work stations
c. Community work board (who works on what/ deadlines/
etc.)

b. Motivational graphics

A. More Energy in employees
a. Consider daylighting

b. Dual monitors

b. Consider material hardness for energetic sounds

c. Projectors in work area

c. Consider openness

d. Glass/ semi-private offices

d. Consider adjacencies

e. View paths to the offices- make sure the offices are
approachable

e. Consider interactions and pathways

Warm and inviting, comfortable & relaxed

Break room
Recycle Area
Mail area
New pictures
More contained wires
Pin up space

150 work desk, area for active jobs, two chairs

approachable, secure, sound control

Partner office
Informal work area
Office supplies

150 work desk, area for active jobs, two chairs
50 table for plans
50 shelves for storage

approachable, secure, sound control
utility
utility

Plot room/ w storage
Code/ active specs
CA
Code/Spec
Work area

Production work stations (6)

Project architects(3)
Mens Restroom
Womens Restroom
Archives storage (5‐10 years)
Archive digital storage

F. More glass and general feeling of a technology presence
a. Smart boards

Material Sample Room

Partner office

E. Better feeling of ownership in employees
a. Company graphics

comfortable, immideiately adjacent to
entrance
Approachable, serves as a welcome desk
and an assistant work area,

Secure, adjacent to partners, must lock
when not in operation

BOH work area/storage

Material Sample Room

Break room
Recycle Area
Mail area
New pictures
More contained wires
Pin up space
Job wall

64
Sub‐Total
TOTAL:

40
30

controllable light, sound control, personal,
technology

Desk, Safe, more storage, 1 desk for
120 computer and work area

D. Promote cultural diversity
a. Community wall (people post their talents, news, etc...)

60

Archives storage (5‐10 years)
Archive digital storage

Book keeping

d. ADA drawing graphics on the wall

c. Consider informal place for monthly meetings
Design Considerations for Goals and Objectives

Reception desk (same as above)

large conf. table for 10 People minimum
(large drawings), Smart Board, White board
wall, overhead camera, connection to
network, phone. Built in for coffee, snacks,
mini fridge.
Client waiting area. Couch, Sofa,
Coat/umbrella storage, buzzer when door
opens
Welcome desk, built ins w/ printer, drawers
for other supplies used daily.
Reception desk with space for computer,
two (two drawer) under‐desk file cabinet,
coat/umbrella area

Qualities of the Space

Job wall

Work station‐ place for shipping
boxes/other random supplies (small stapler,
hole punch, etc…), computer for scanning, between partners and CA/Production,
flexible, approachable
60 copy machine, fax machine

Sub‐Total
TOTAL:

100

Semi‐ private cubicles (low barriers),
standing/sitting desk, computer (dual
monitor), space for drawings, storage for
jobs (maybe use existing flat files)
Semi‐ private cubicles (low barriers),
standing/sitting desk, computer (dual
monitor), space for drawings, storage for
jobs, more storage than production, work
table
Check code for fixtures
Check code for fixtures
Shelves for storage, circulation, shop
drawings
computer desk w/ archive listing
Shelves divided between material types,
work table for material sample boards,
storage for material board assembly‐ foam
core, spray mount, rubber cement, velcro,
etc…

Sink, Refrigerator, Dishwasher, coffee
maker, storage for glasses, paperware,
paper towels, Partyware, cleaning supplies,
coffee supplies (just a little more cabinet
210 space than existing needed)
Large bins for paper‐easy to carry out, paper
15 shredder
0 Individual shelves
0
0
0 Work area, individual spaces
Shows who is working on what and when it
0 is due
0
0
0
3480 Circulation, wall space (20%)
4176

visually connected to one another,
opportunity for education/collaboration;
adjacent to work area and project architects

Approachable, adjacent to work area, sound
control, semi‐transparent
Private, easily cleaned, crisp
Private, easily cleaned, crisp
utility, back of house
utility, back of house

Durable

Community, comforting, social, daylighting,
accessible by consultants
Educational
Easily accessible

0.2

KIP machine, typ. Printer, Scan/work table, sound control, usability, adjacent to work
area/assistant
130 Storage(kip rolls, binding supplies)
30 Storage for Code books and active specs
Work station w/ more storage than
120 production, work table
120 Office, desk, storage, chair
Work table, flat files, circulation, projector
350 screen/wall,
Semi‐ private cubicles (low barriers),
standing/sitting desk, computer (dual
monitor), space for drawings, storage for
450 jobs (maybe use existing flat files)
Semi‐ private cubicles (low barriers),
standing/sitting desk, computer (dual
monitor), space for drawings, storage for
jobs, more storage than production, work
390 table
140 Check code for fixtures
140 Check code for fixtures
Shelves for storage, circulation, shop
40 drawings
30 computer desk w/ archive listing
Shelves divided between material types,
work table for material sample boards,
storage for material board assembly‐ foam
core, spray mount, rubber cement, velcro,
100 etc…
Sink, Refrigerator, Dishwasher, coffee
maker, storage for glasses, paperware,
paper towels, Partyware, cleaning supplies,
coffee supplies (just a little more cabinet
210 space than existing needed)
Large bins for paper‐easy to carry out, paper
15 shredder
0 Individual shelves
0
0
0 Work area, individual spaces
Shows who is working on what and when it
0 is due
0
0
0
3480 Circulation, wall space (20%)
4176

Utility, accessible, no door
Approachable, adjacent to work area, sound
control, semi‐transparent
Approachable, adjacent to work area, sound
control, semi‐transparent
Energetic, day light, nucleus, educational
visually connected to one another,
opportunity for education/collaboration;
adjacent to work area and project architects

LEGEND:
Entry Spaces
Service Spaces
Work Spaces
Community Space

Approachable, adjacent to work area, sound
control, semi‐transparent
Private, easily cleaned, crisp
Private, easily cleaned, crisp

Other Spaces

utility, back of house
utility, back of house

Durable

Community, comforting, social, daylighting,
accessible by consultants
Educational
Easily accessible
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Site Analysis

Sustainability

Interior Finishes

See “Context” and “Design Solution” sections for more information on the
Site Analysis.

Sustainability can involve more than a building alone. In the case of
the B+G Re-Vision, sustainability comes in the form of sustaining the
business. All proposed ideas discussed in the “Design Solution” section
are critical to sustaining a business. In addition, the architecture of the
Re-Vision is sustainable through the use of:

See “Design Solution” for more about interior finishes.

Codes

- Existing Building
- No or Low VOC materials
- Light colored materials to reflect natural light
- LED lighting to reduce energy costs
- Operable window shading to reduce heat gain
Structures

Interior Finish List:
Flooring:
		
Main entry and travel path: wood look, “quiet floor”
		
Work area: carpet
		
Break room and restroom: tile
Walls:
		
Painted gypsum board
Ceilings:
Acoustical ceiling tile
Painted gypsum board

The building uses the existing structure which is light gauge steel
framing.
Environmental Systems
See “Sustainability” this section and figure 102- Site Section for more
information on Environmental Systems. In addition, the building uses the
existing HVAC system with new duct work.
Exterior Materials
The building consists of existing brick.

Code Plan
Scale: 1/4” = 1’-0”

N

Fig. 106 Code and Data Plan
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APPENDIX 2: PRESENTATION BOARDS

DESIGN THINKING:

Discovering business ideas within every piece of
architecture can influence the business that inhabits
the space. The sketches on the left side of the page
show how architectural details are used to create
architectural space. The diagrams on the right show
how business ideas are used in details to form spaces.

E X PA N D I N G T H E R O L E
OF THE ARCHITECT

Pages 68-71 are thumbnails of presentation boards that were presented
in front of an audience that included Department of Architecture faculty
and students, employees and past employees of Bounds and Gillespie,
as well as an architect from another firm located in Memphis. There is a
number located at the bottom right of each board to explain the flow of
the presentation.

EXPANDING THE ROLE OF THE ARCHITECT
Architects should not isolate their training to design
alone, but they should have a strong knowledge of
business and leadership. This will expand the possibilities
for creativity, learned in design school, through
entrepreneurship, releasing them from the many confines
of architecture while allowing them to make a positive
impact on the world. Architecture alone cannot do this.
Technology
y

Mentality

Leadership
p

Quality

DESIGN HUB

Idea to Reality- Architecture

Architectural/ Design Thinking

Architects are comfortable in the role of taking
creative ideas, applying technical knowledge, and
bringing those ideas into reality.

Structure
S
Collaboration

DESIGN
THINKING

Engagement

COLLABORATION CORE
COLLABORATION
WALL

Growth
G

Environment
Ergonomics

It is important to consider business ideas early and
often in the process. Through these sketches we begin
to understand and develop business ideas and how
the architecture we design will influence those ideas.

Diagram from IDEO showing their key components to
innovation, which are also embedded within design thinking.

Processes
Lunch & Learns

Workspace Study

Detail Section @ Conference Room
NTS

Energy

Appeal

First Impressions

Culture
C

Recruiting
Community

Efficiency
Ownership

Health
Brand

Process

“Realit y

is made up of circles, but we see
in straight lines. This is the beginning
o f o u r l i m i t a t i o n a s s y s t e m s t h i n k e r s .”

individual-movable
lights for flexible
work spaces

light temperature
to feel welcoming
to clients

Team Building

Photo of the Eskew Dumez Ripple team together outside of work.
http://www.eskewdumezripple.com/studio-life/about

One of Marcus’ Lemonis’ key components when
organizing a business, which leads to his ideas
about the importance of Process.

marketing/ ownership

Individual Task Light
(work spaces)

Business Design

- Peter Senge, The Fifth Discipline

WELCOME
ZONE
adjustable angles for various
viewing heights of
shared material

light movement
creates energy when
being used by employees

“Architec tural

education is the best
systems design education in the world.

There’s a reason why we hire lots of architects—not because they
want to be architects or we want to do buildings, but because
they’re wonderful systems designers. This is why I love architects.”

The Digital Shop

- Tim Brown, IDEO

Lighting Study
(work area)

IDEO Expertise

Marcus Lemonis

Ownership

Thumbnails of the various markets IDEO
has a focus in, which shows us where
innovation can lead an organization.

Marcus Lemonis has a proven track
record with his techniques and has
been featured in several publications.

Eskew Dumez Ripple gear empowering employees to feel that they
are part of a larger calling than their work place alone.

Reception Desk Elevation
NTS

OTHERS USING DESIGN THINKING

ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS- SPACE

01

NEW
MARKETS

-targets
-new markets

Problem: Bounds and Gillespie Architects, PLLC (B+G) is in a
transition phase and needs help! The firm’s small business
components are no longer the most effective way to
produce the high quality products by which the firm was
established.

GREAT
TEAM

-client relationships
-personal focus
-understanding

Idea: Consider design and business together through
Design Thinking as a way to produce an end result
that aligns with the goals and objectives of the leadership
in the firm. Neither Design or Business can do this alone.

STRONG CLIENT
RELATIONSHIPS

SHARED VISION
- Who we are
- What we do
- Why we do it

GIVING
BACK

TEAM PLAYERS
- Buy into Shared Vision
- Trust
- Personality understanding

EFFECTIVE
PROCESSES

Bounds and Gillespie uses a collaborative and passionate
process that allows clients to be involved and not tied to a
singular style.
B+G has extensive knowledge of hospitality building design,
franchise hotel standards, and many different building types.
Experience
Paul Gillespie has been in private practice since 1977, and has
been extensively involved in hospitality design since 1971.
Danny Bounds has worked for Holiday Inn for over 14 years,
and par tnered with Paul to create Bounds and Gillespie in
1995. Together, they have over 43 years of experience to best
meet your needs.
Service
B+G helps clients create and build structures that will meet
design expectations and needs. They consider building
sustainability, functionality, utility costs, road presence, and
guest/user satisfaction into consideration on the front end to
save from additional expenses, and to ensure the long-term
value of proper ty

- leveraging individual skills

STRATEGIES

- shared knowledge
- cohesive approach
- improvement

- awareness

- workload for each person
- helping one another

- leveraging individual skills

WEBSITE
PUBLICATION

- Well-being

Collaboration

OTHER TECHNOLOGY

- health
- programs
- work environment

Collaboration Wall for Bi-Monthly meetings and knowledge sharing.

WORD OF MOUTH

LEADERSHIP
- Convey Shared Vision
- Direct Shared Vision
- Smaller than Shared Vision

Education:
University of Memphis: Memphis, Tennessee - 1979
Degree: Bachelor of Science – Engineering Technology

PHYSICAL

NEW MARKETS

TALENTED EMPLOYEES
- Training
- Practice

STRATEGIES

EFFECTIVE PROCESSES
Hilton Garden Inn- Nashville, TN

UNDERSTANDING WHY
- The Shared Vision
- Cause and effect chain

Hilton Garden Inn- Nashville, TN

http://workdesign.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/MonoSpace_1-800.jpeg

STRONG CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS

Flexible Space

Beale Street Landing- Memphis, TN

High Rock Condo- Saratoga Springs, NY

GREAT TEAM W/ EFFECTIVE PROCESSES

Bounds and Gillespie have built their reputation on doing high quality
work and will continue to be a valuable, precise resource with:

Hyatt Place- Pompano Beach, FL

SHARED VISION
OWNERSHIP OF PROJECT
INTEGRITY AND HONESTY
RESOURCEFUL

As jobs become more complicated and codes become more stringent
it is more critical now than ever for our team to work together to deliver
projects that meet the high quality standard established by the partners.

Experience
Engagement
Diversity
Creativity
Efficiency
Code Compliancy
Energy Conservancy
Cost Effectiveness

The office core shares flooring with the conference room which opens up to form
one large space to be used for gatherings.

flex

GOOD PEOPLE
QUALITY WORK

Experience:
Experienced in contract negotiation, contract bidding
procedures, contract administration, production drawings,
specifications, and field obser vation. Strong in contract
coordination and mediation, with emphasis on value
engineering and cost control.

https://www.remarkablecoating.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/whiteboard-wall-basketball-hoop.jpg

PLANS/ STRATEGIES

Paul D. Gillespie, Sr.
Architect
Education:
Georgia Institute of Technology : Atlanta, Georgia- 1970
Degree: Bachelor of Architecture

Internal Activities

A conference room that opens up to the office core creates one large room that can
be used for family and office activities to promote the understanding of personalities.

MARKETING

- shared vision
- fun

Experience:
Prior experience includes Regional Project Manager for
Holiday Inn Worldwide in Atlanta, Manager of Architectural
Ser vices, and direct responsibilities for development of
several prototype hotel brands, including Homewood Suites
and Holiday Inn Express.

- bi-monthly meetings

- Open conversation
HAPPY EMPLOYEES
- Energy
- Passion
- ownership

Danny G. Bounds, Sr.
Architect / AIA

- structure
- understanding passions/skills
- team players

- Open conversation

AWARENESS

- Collaboration

Shared Vision Overall Plan

- local events
- family outings
- sporting events/ leagues
- cookouts
- holidays
- games

- Collaboration

GIVING BACK

- external/internal activities
- personality tests/ goal setting

Expanding Scope

Story
Bounds and Gillespie’s stor y includes over 40 years of
diversified architectural design. The firm has been recognized
for design excellence, but builds a reputation on satisfaction
of clients.

- external/internal
- personality tests/ goal setting
- introverts vs extroverts

GREAT TEAM

-opportunities
-strategies
-engagement

Solution: Maintain the existing location and character of
the firm, while injecting progressive ideas to adapt with a
fast-paced changing market.

07

QUALITY WORK

QUALITY WORK

-well-being
-personalities
-development
-emotions

N

- Buy into Shared Vision
- Staying smaller than Shared Vision
- Trust
- Personality understanding

MARKETING
BOUNDS AND GILLESPIE

-end-user
-process
-innovation
-research

(passions)

business/ leadership

R E -V I S I O N

Proposed Floor Plan
Scale: 1/4”= 1’-0”

06

TEAM PLAYERS

BOUNDS AND GILLESPIE

-strategies
-concepts

Wall-Mounted Task Light
(front work area)

ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS- BUSINESS

grow
Multiple uses for collaboration wall that promote engagement and fun

collaborate
design

RESEARCH

To do this, B+G employees must understand that their are several parts
in the work that effect one another, therefore leaving no room for
individual focus when working on a project. We must share a vision and
that vision is to work together using effective processes that successfully
deliver our projects.

ALL EMPLOYEES KNOW THE CLIENTS
- Database

STRATEGIES

N

Business Ideas to Parti

Shared Vision Detail Plan

We will strengthen our team through understanding one another’s
personalities and talents, and leveraging those to set up the best success
for creating a passionate, energetic, team atmosphere.

Engagement

Hampton Inn & Suites- Greenville, SC

02

Shared Vision

Flexible Work Space

Proposed work area with low cubicles and a single space allows for collaboration and
engagement among employees.

05

08

HAPPY EMPLOYEES
Firm Culture
Currently there is lack of an established
culture in the firm. The small amount of
culture that does exist makes the firm
unattractive to potential employees. It
needs work and needs to be a unified
understanding of the type of firm we
are and want to be.

G

H
D

Technology
y

“no desire to work for a large firm...”
E

“REVIT...”

Leadership
p
Ergonomics

B
Business Goals

Engagement

“would love training on the
latest trends/technologies...”

Quality

T he following are ideas from the
partners on where the goals of the
business are directed. These are
established in order to understand how
we can get to the specific goals.

“I want to learn Revit...”

B

C

“want to know what we are
each bringing to the table...”

A

Existing/ Demo Plan
scale: 1/8”=1-0”

N

C

With no standards in place, no communication, and a horizontal
structure many times employees are unable to help one another and
lose much time when trying to locate proper files, images, or other
relevant job information.

SITE
VISITS

Low energy in the work environment leads to death of
passion and creativity and can effect personal relationships
outside of the work environment.

68

H

Fig. 107 Introduction Boards

PRODUC TION

PRODUC TION

PRODUC TION

PRODUC TION

PRODUC TION

PRODUC TION

PRODUC TION

Existing Workflow

Personal Bio

It is crucial to understand the
aspirations and goals of the current
employees in order to help empower
them to reach their goals. Generally,
these goals align with improving the
business as a whole; if the employees
win, the business wins.

Providing this type of information
on our website can be beneficial
in recruiting and display that we
are a team with synergy and we all
understand each other. It can also
be beneficial when establishing the
culture, an overall resume for the firm,
and team building among employees.

Energy

- work environment

- health challenges
- compensated gym memberships
- exercise groups (saturday jogs)
- sit/stand desk
- sustainable practices
- area of refuge

Health
Ownership
Main reception desk using company color and logos as a way to promote ownership amongst employees.

GIVING BACK

EFFECTIVE PROCESSES
Health/ Giving
Team fitness groups for local charity sponsored events will help B+G build the camradery
amongst employees and promote the company to others in the community.

NEW MARKETS

Thought Zone
Thought Zone for the mental well being of employees when they need to step away from their work. This
space also provides a place for industry literature and local news for employees to explore, expand their
knowledge, and seek opportunities for outreach.

First Last, Position

Jeremy Dollar, Project Manager

“more motivation
& engagement...”
“REVIT...”

“color palettes...”
LEVERAGE POINTS

CONSTRUC TION
ADMINISTRATION

PRODUC TION

- Health
- programs

Efficiency
Ownership

- lunch and Learns
- non-industry
- competitions

- Well-being

Culture
C

Community

Existing Work Environment

PARTNER

F

Personal Goals

“become more
knowledgable in all
disciplines...”

Incoherent

NEW
WORK

Lunch and Learns

Energy can also be found in the health and well-being of the employees.
Often times employees may feel so consumed with work that they can
not find time for other things. This is an issue in productivity and can be
solved by the company supporting healthy life styles and healthy work
habits. This can be done through several techniques that are proposed
on this page. In addition to promoting a healthy life style these programs
can get employees out in the community to make a difference and be a
recruiting tool by showing that the company can also have fun together.

“need site visits..need
lunch and learns...”

D

CLIENT

- fun

Processes

- internal branding
- B+G gear
- office colors
-logos
- team accomplishments
- recognition

22

“establishing job
culture...need badly...”
“keep current, green
programs, LEED...”
“REVIT...”

G

- open voice
- involvement
- structure

Collaboration

BUSINESS
&
LEADERSHIP

Recruiting

“REVIT...”

3

E

Appeal

- Energy
- Passion
- Ownership

Growth
G
Structure
S

Environment

“the reputation of B+G
stands on its own...”

F
A

Mentality

7975 Stage Hills Blvd., Suite 4 • Memphis, Tennessee 38133
(901) 377-6603 • Fax (901) 388-5765

jdollar@bngarchitects.com

GREAT TEAM

Internal Marketing

MARKETING

Back work area using the company colors and displaying the
logo keeps the shared vision larger than the employees.

STRONG CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS

QUALITY WORK
04

03

Fig. 108 Concept Boards

Energy

Team Challenges

Ownership

All-Steel “Altitude” sit stand desk allows the employees to move their bodies without having
to leave their work table creating physical energy and well-being.

Example of how B+G and consultant sponsored fitness challenges will promote healthy
lifestyles as well as create a friendly competition for the employees to grow with.

Providing employees company gear and business cards are a way to promote
a team effort through unity of appeal.

Fig. 109 Design Solution Boards Group 1
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LEADERSHIP

- ownership
- energy

Architecture + Business

CLIENT

- Convey Shared Vision
- by example
- reminders
- Direct Shared Vision
- structure
- listening and improving
- always finding time for employees
- Smaller than Shared Vision
- key values over personal preference

- trust
establishment
- ownership
- energy
work examples
conversation starter
-- trust
work examples
-- establishment
officeexamples
as example
-- work

SITE
VISITS

NEW
WORK

PARTNER

PROJEC T
ARCHITEC T

TALENTED EMPLOYEES

- Training
- lunch and Learns (industry)
- latest technology
- site visits
- Practice
- trust from leadership
- Mentorship
- work flow/ employee path

PROJEC T
ARCHITEC T

CONSTRUC TION
ADMINISTRATION

- conversation starter
- work examples
- office as example

existing path

8

PRODUC TION

PRODUC TION

PRODUC TION

PRODUC TION

PRODUC TION

- welcoming
work examples
work examples
- awareness
- conversation starter

- well-being
- collaboration
- growth

- team
- collaboration
- engagement

-- flexible
space
well-being
-- organization
collaboration
personal
- growth

coherent
- team
-- collaboration
welcoming
- engagement
- sketches
-- process
coherent

- work examples

company
publications
- flexible
space
- organization
new type examples
- personal

- awareness

- company publications
- new type examples

welcoming charette
-- community
- sketches
- process
- community charette

7

Work Flow
Work flow and a chain of command within B+G, which is currently more horizontal keeping employees
from holding one another accountable or inspiring them for the better good of the shared vision.

Skill Leverage

5

4

6
10

3

“Great leaders are able to inspire people
to act. Those who are able to inspire give
people a sense of purpose or belonging...
they will create a following of people who
act for the good of the whole not because
they have to but because they want to.” 1

4

11

1

2

1. Shamiyeh, Michael, and Laboratory DOM Research, “Creating Desired Futures : How Design Thinking Innovates Business,”

Personal Development

Transparency
Offices are semi-private remaining approachable for open conversations to improve the Shared Vision.

Client
Consultant Consultant Transmittals
CA
Correspondence Mngmt.
Drawings
Desicions

CA
Files

Site
Visits

Arch
Drawings

File
Handling

1. Reception desk

Marketing influence
Internal Culture influence
Process influence

Project
Architect

4. Partner offices

Immediate company recognition
Logo on half-wall back drop
Creates feeling of ownership in employees

Low Priority

Seating options for different conversations
More seating for multiple groups to dine together
Connectivity to conference room

Informal meeting area (collaboration)
One-on-one discussion
Recollection of thoughts
Code study area
Meeting room and floating office

Concealed office equipment
Process destination

Using the most current technology is critical to employee skillset; the diagram is an example of how to
integrate Revit, a drawing production program, into the company. This type of transition also allows for
collaboration when the existing Revit users are helping those who use other programs.

With a task priority matrix employees know exactly what they are responsible for, which
motivates them to lead others in order to accomplish their tasks.

Focal Wall

Thought Zone

Collaboration Wall

- transparency
Flexible Work Space
- collaboration
- trust

- transparency
Focal Wall
- collaboration
- trust

- team
Thought Zone
- collaboration
- engagement

- team
Collaboration Wall
- collaboration
- engagement

flexible space
-- transparency
structure
-- collaboration
- trust
professional

flexible space
-- transparency
structure
-- collaboration
- trust
professional

flexible space
-- transparency
structure
-- collaboration
trust
- professional

coherent
- team
development
- collaboration
engagement
- see
progress

coherent
- team
development
- collaboration
engagement
- see
progress

client events
- flexible
space
resource
- structure
capability
- professional
office events
as example
-- client

client events
- flexible
space
resource
- structure
capability
- professional
office events
as example
-- client

- flexible
office asspace
example
- structure
new technologies
professional
-- work
examples
- office as example
new technologies
-- awareness

- coherent
idea generator
-- development
new ideas

- coherent
idea generator
-- development
new ideas
see progress
-- experience
- idea generator
- new ideas
- experience

- serve
- collaboration

- serve
- collaboration

- awareness
- collaboration

Collaboration Core

Conference Room

Collaboration Core

Design Hub

Design Hub

Collaboration Core

Conference Room

Collaboration Core

Design Hub

Design Hub

collaboration
- work
examples
- office as example

11. Work area
Approachable team
Collaboration
Educational (all learn from conversations at the work table)
Production “team”- no more cubicles

9. Conference room
Sign of established firm for clients to see
Technology shows trend knowledge
Informal meeting areas (collaboration)
Transparency
Connectivity
Multiple types of work spaces
Meeting room and floating office

10

- resource
serve
collaboration
- capability
- office as example

see progress
-- experience
- idea generator
- new ideas
- experience

Future faces of the company
Approachable
Accessible to those who will use it most
Meeting room and floating office
Accessible to those who will use it most
Middle man between Production and Partners

8. Break room

Display of work
More technology

6. Thought zone

3. Work room

Skill Development

Promotes level of care and inspiration
Bonding Space
Collaboration Space

5. Focal wall

Display of work
Informal meeting areas (collaboration)
Transparency
Multiple types of work spaces
Meeting room and floating office

CA

Task Matrix

Flexible Work Space

- transparency
Main Entry
- collaboration
- trust

10. Project architects

7. Discover wall

Faces of the company
Transparent and inaudible

2. Reception area/ informal meeting

Production

Middle Priority

Main Entry

- resource
serve
collaboration
- capability
- office as example

Diagram explaining a process for scheduling learning opportunities for employees. Currently no
processes exist and those wanting to share their knowledge are overlooked.

Partner

High Priority

- accomplishment
- transparency
- welcoming
work examples
-- accomplishment
conversation starter
-- transparency

9
PRODUC TION

Proposed path for a new employee; this path, as opposed to the current path allows a new employee
to understand each component of the company, how it works and relates to other components, and
how those components tie into the shared vision.

Project
Meetings

- collaboration
- flexible space
- welcoming
work examples
- collaboration
- flexible
space
community
charette
- welcoming
- work examples
- community charette

15

Fig. 112 Summary Boards
EFFECTIVE PROCESSES
- UNDERSTANDING WHY
- The Shared Vision
- Cause and effect Chain
bike lanes

- PLANS/ STRATEGIES

safe bike
crossing

https://www.stonemountainpark.com/groups-education/company/team-building

Team building
Energy
Personal development

Work Process Standards
The diagrams below helps one understand the
importance of work process standards in a work
place. As part of a team, it is critical to be unified
not only in personality and shared vision, but also in
the way things are done. If each person does things
a different way it can cause serious issues with lost
time, conflict, or even quality. This board includes
standards specifically for B+G that were formed
through a trial and error process and recommendations
from all employees within the organization.

EFFECTIVE
PROCESSES

outdoor
workout

covered seating

Standards Absence

http://www.ce.memphis.edu/asce/2013%20photos/2012%20Welcome-Back%20
Cookout%202.JPG

Diagram showing the negative effects of incoherent processes in regards to
time and confusion, which can lead to lack of quality. This becomes and issue
others are involved in the project.

walking track

Outside activities
Networking
Networking
Community events

volleyball court

open space
- # revision per sheet
(ex. dont start w/ #6
on a sheet)
- Date (check w/
architect)
- Description of
where change originated from

Cloud each Change
as shown here
(not the whole sheet
or large areas that are
not specific enough)

**DRAW REV/REV TAGS IN
PAPER SPACE AND NOT
MODEL SPACE ON AUTOCAD
FILE

https://www.outsideonline.com/sites/default/files/styles/full-page/public/migratedimages/usana_h.jpg

Outside activities
Health
Networking
Networking
Community events

N

Site Plan

revision call-out
should touch the
cloud to which it is
related

N

Expanded Site Plan

NAMING SHEET FILES
1. SEE STANDARD DRAWING LIST PER MICHAEL
A-201 GROUND FLOOR PLAN (not A-201 first
2. NAME FILE (AUTOCAD AND PDF) EXACTLY AS IT IS NAMED ON THE SHEET W/ NUMBER AND TITLE floor plan or A-201 GFP)
a. DO NOT KEEP MULTIPLE AUTOCAD FILES IN THE CD FOLDER (ONLY THE LATEST)
b. FOR REVISIONS KEEP EXACT NAME/NUMBER OF SHEET AND ADD LATEST REV. DATE A-201 GROUND FLOOR PLAN REV 01-06-12
3. PUT OLD FILE IN “OLD FOLDER” AND REPLACE W/ NEW FILE

RFI Standard

Standard and instructions for calling out and filing RFIs.

Proposed Standards

Proposed Archiving

Diagram showing how a coherent process, a standard in which all people can
refer to, allows for each person to know exactly where all information is located
preventing negative effects for others that may be involed in the project.

The proposed archiving system uses the new single job folder filing system,
which creates less steps, meaning less time, and allows the archiving to be
done more frequently.

adjacent tree
diffuses sunlight

late afternoon sun
penetrates entrance;
provide operable shade

adjacent building
blocks morning sun

operable shading
on windows

Set Management

Management of drawing sets showing responsibility of
those involved in the job.

Existing Archiving

Proposed Job Folder

The current archiving system requires one employee to gather all job information from
seperate folders on the network, combine them in one, transfer them to a hard drive,
and take them home with him or her. This can be inconsistent, unstable, and time
consuming for the employee that does this task. It forces the task to be less frequent,
which leaves a larger number of gigabytes on the network.

Growth Strategies
Once a company has mastered their shared vision with a great team
and effective processes they can begin looking at the best way to
maintain that shared vision, and expand it further with controlled
growth. The growth strategies represented on this board are
simple in nature and provide a direction for Bounds and Gillespie
in reaching their desired goals. These are a small piece of the pie to
sustaining a successful business and it takes the previous mentioned
ideas to even start thinking about these growth strategies.

Existing job information is located in several different
folders making it very difficult and inefficient to
navigate the filing system; this diagram is a proposal to
move all job information into one singular job folder.

Marketing
If people do not know about who you are and what you do,
there is little chance they will seek you for their work. With
businesses reaching the masses easier than ever due to online
marketing it is important that a company’s marketing strategy
be precise and tell everyone exactly why they are the best
choice for the job. In addition there are still other means that
people are exposed to marketing and it is equally important to
rely on those as wells. If all aspects of the marketing strategy
share the best about a company it can potentially lead to
new markets and outreach opportunities for employees.

SHARED VISION
OWNERSHIP OF PROJECT
INTEGRITY AND HONESTY
RESOURCEFUL

AutoCad Settings

adjacent
building
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RESEARCH
ALL EMPLOYEES KNOW THE CLIENTS
- Database

STRATEGIES

THANK YOU/ HOLIDAY GIFTS
- Database
SPORTING AND COMMUNITY EVENTS
INDIVIDUAL PROJECT FOCUS
- Structure
- proposed structure
-individual employees managing clients
- client phone app

STRATEGIES
- Employee opportunities
- local fund raisers
- community engagement
- family events
- pro-bono work
- b+g led events

NEW MARKETS

OTHER TECHNOLOGY
WORD OF MOUTH

receptionist

accessible
paths

client
parking

drive way

employee
parking

parking for
other building

other
building
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- Trust
- Personality Understanding
- external/internal

AWARENESS

- marketing
- hospitality groups
- conferences
- publications
- partnerships
- other firms

Shared Vision
- Why B+G
- quality work
- great team w/effective processes
- personal attention
- community engagement
Personalities
- individual skills
- individual interests
- experience
Work Examples
- current markets
- potential markets (schematics/pictures)
Awards
Publications

Hospitality
Architecture
- Recruiting
Business
Local
- news
- magazines

partner
offices

STRATEGIES
West Region
- current examples

PUBLICATIONS

break
room

E

GIVING BACK

New Markets
A focused market in architecture, such as hospitality, can be
great during good times. However, it can cause hardship during
slow economic situations. In order to help stabilize this, new
markets and new regions of work should be pursued. The new
markets and new regions will not just show up at the door one
day, therefore B+G must use their marketing strategy and direct
it towards the new market and regions they would like to pursue.

MARKETING
WEBSITE

maintain existing
hvac system

Standard for setting up drawing templates in AutoCad and
eliminating the multiple other templates that are inconsistent.

STRONG CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS
GOOD PEOPLE

proposed skylight
(work area) w/
operable shading

deep overhang to
block afternoon sun

Giving Back
Giving back can be embedded within every organization’s key
motivations for doing what they do. Giving back shows an appreciation
to the community in which an organization serves and it helps
those who are less fortunate to often times just get by. Although
giving back should be motivated by the heart, it takes organization
and strategies to give back effectively. And although it is not the
reason to give back, giving back can also benefit an organization.

Other
- Research and Development
- Examples
- Projects
- Team talents

- Network

Awareness
Sketch of a community board that is accessed by B+G
and all of its consultants; if no one in the office knows
about how to give back or opportunities to give back,
there is a lower chance they will not give back.

- Specific to desired market
- seminars
- conferences

- Compete

- brochures
- presentations
- competitions

PHYSICAL
Trade shows
- employee ownership
Business Cards
Gear
Community Engagement

- Partnerships

Office Space

plot room

Personal Client Attention

A client app uses the latest technology to connect employees with clients allowing for a more
focused client-project-architect relationship.
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Marketing

Main entrance showing the use of company colors, logos, and faces as a way to
introduce clients when they enter the office.

Fig. 110 Design Solution Boards Group 2

design hub

Marketing

Focal wall between partner offices with screen of rotating images
that displays past work, which can lead clients into interesting
discussions about their own building.

design hub

S

12

Building Sections
Scale: 1/4” = 1’-0”

Fig. 111 Conclusion Boards

E

collaboration core

break room
N

Design Hub

13
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APPENDIX 3: PROCESS

Fig. 115 Conference Room Studies

Fig. 113 Space Adjacency Diagrams
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Fig. 114 Break Room Studies
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Fig. 118 Entry Sketch

Fig. 120 Partner Zone Sketch

Fig. 119 Break Room Sketch

Fig. 121 Conference Room Sketch- Smart Board View

Fig. 117 Early Work Area Study

Fig. 116 Service Area Studies
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Employee Surveys
The following documents (figures 125-132) were used as a way to begin
a conversation with employees at B+G about the conditions of the firm
and the direction they wanted to see the firm go. Much of the data
collected from these surveys, in addition to conversations and meetings
with employees, was used to form the proposed design solution; this
bottom-up process is a major part of Design Thinking, which was used to
implement the research to this application.

Where does BNG want to be? (summar y)

Fig. 122 View into Conference Room Sketch

Fig. 124 Thought Zone Sketch
BUSINESS GOALS

Fig. 123 Focal Wall Sketch with Detail

PERSONAL GOALS

EXPAND OUR MARKET OUTSIDE OF HOSPITALITY?

HOW DO YOU WANT TO GROW IN THE INDUSTRY?

EXPAND OUR WORK OUTSIDE OF THE EAST AND USA?

WHAT SKILLS DO YOU WANT TO IMPROVE ON?

HOW BIG DO WE WANT TO BE?

WHERE DO YOU SEE YOURSELF AT THIS POINT IN YOUR CAREER?

IF WE GROW, DO WE DO IT IN HOUSE OR AT A GROWING LOCATION SUCH AS NASHVILLE?

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO BE IN TEN YEARS PROFESSIONALY?

OTHER THOUGHTS....

OTHER THOUGHTS....

Fig. 125 Survey of Business Goals
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Where do you want to be? (summar y)

Fig.126 Survey of Employee Goals
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CULTURE
TEAM

WRITE BRIEF BIO- then asnwer questions
- Team building programs
- Team oriented production process- see Production
- Establish a common goal for the firm**

COLLABORATION
- Weekly/Bi-weekly meetings about what is happening in the office to
promote helping one another on projects
- Open floor plan for better communication
- Better learning environment- get more people involved in solving issues
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
- Employee recognition
- more connection with clients
- gift cards for good per formance
- One paid membership to professional organization
- Educational training on the latest trends/technologies
- Lunch and learns
- Site visits
- In-house training on new programs
PROMOTE HEALTHY LIFESTYLES
- Gym membership comps
- Standing desks
- “ Walking Wednesdays”
- Nutrition seminars (lunch and learn)
DIVERSITY
- Each of us bring something unique to the table - let ’s express that and stop hiding it or
not being interested

How is our brand represented?

Who are you?

Who has been your biggest role model?
What is a hidden talent of yours?
Why BnG?

WEBSITE
- How
- How
- How
- How

does
does
does
does

it
it
it
it

recruit?
sell our goals?
tell about our market goals?
tell about our culture?

BUSINESS CARDS
- Employer purchases cer tain amount/year
- Employee purchase after that number is out
THANK YOU CARDS TO CLIENTS-Other client relationships
- Ever y single project
- Holidays
- Events together
- Open table discussions
- Involve the whole office with clients more to show them who they are really working for

What were you doing before BnG?

CONSTRUC TION SITE SIGN
- Do we have one that has our name ver y visible?- Could open new markets

Hobbies and interests?

COMPANY SHIRTS
- Employer purchases 1 for employee
- Employee purchase after that number is out

What is your best industr y skill?

GRAPHICS/LOGOS IN THE OFFICE
- Motivation to employees

Favorite restaurant in Memphis/surrounding area?

WHAT ELSE?

Brand

Who do we want to be?

What is your biggest passion outside of work?

OTHER THOUGHTS (PLEASE ADD anywhere on these pages)
Circle one Please

Fig. 127 Survey of Firm Culture
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Fig. 128 Survey of Employee Biography

Fig. 129 Survey of Firm Brand

Fig. 130 Survey of Desired Gear
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Creative Piece
The creative piece is a video that documents the journey of the process
discussed in previous sections of this book. It includes ideas about the
emotion felt when working at Bounds and Gillespie, and how those
emotions were turned into positive action to form the proposed plan.
The creative piece can be found attached at the end of this book.
WORKFLOW- PLEASE EXPRESS YOUR THOUGHTS/ CORRECTIONS
ESTABLISHING THE JOB CULTURE
- Who sends what
- Establish a process for consultants
- Drawing Names
- What else
- I need help on this one

EXISTING WORK FLOW
CLIENT

PROJEC T

PRINCIPAL

ADMIN

ARCHITEC T

CA

PRODUC TION
INTERN

INVENTORY
- How is it managed?
- Who is responsible for managing inventor y?

PROPOSED WORK FLOW
CLIENT

PAPER FILING
- Archive (box up) old files
- conver t all new jobs to digital only

ADMIN
CLIENT
MONDAY BRIEFING
Recap of previous
week.
Deadline Reminders?
What is pressing?
What new projects do
we have?
Where are projects at
in construction?
Who needs to coordinate?
Upcoming education
sessions.
Recognition
Open table.

PROJEC T

WHAT ELSE CAN BE BET TER?

INTERN/
NEW HIRE
ARCHITEC T

ADMIN

PRODUC TION

Fig. 131 Survey of Project Workflow
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PRINCIPAL

Production/ Structure

NO BRIEFING

CA

Fig. 132 Survey of Basic Operations
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